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Pilkington Solar-E™ Plus Graphite Blue
The new Pilkington Solar-E™ Plus Graphite Blue glass provides a truly dynamic appearance
for any new commercial project or renovation, while offering excellent solar and thermal control.
The new uncoated tint, Pilkington Graphite Blue™, provides an original design and aesthetics.

●

Reduced solar heat gain

●

/RZUHÀHFWLYLW\DQGJODUHFRQWURO

●

Durable pyrolytic coating

●

Virtually unlimited shelf-life

For more information, please call 800.221.0444, e-mail us at
buildingproducts.pna@nsg.com, or visit www.pilkington.com/na
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Also: Find Out Which Benefits Matter the Most
METAL & GLAZING

THE MAGAZINE OF RECORD FOR ARCHITECTURAL GLASS INDUSTRY LEADERS

VOLUME 48, ISSUE 8 AUGUST 2013

THE BEST COMPANIES TO WORK FOR
in the Glass & Metal Industry

ALSO INSIDE:

•A Dynamic Glazing Primer
•Rebuilding Joplin’s Hospital

Free Subscriptions Available at www.glass.com/subcenter
LARGEST CIRCULATION OF ANY GLASS MAGAZINE

®
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Stop Worrying About Quality!
The LiSEC HWM horizontal washing machine is perfect for applications where
washing quality is crucial. Designed especially for float glass with all types of
sensitive coatings as well as laminated and tempered glass, the LiSEC HWM is
the perfect fit for your most sensitive washing needs.

Residue-free

cleaning and fast drying of glass sheets


Ideal

for washing glass sheets with highly sensitive coatings


Ideal

for glass sheets which will be coated after the washing process


Intelligent

design for easy maintenance, noise reduction and energy savings

GlassBuild America
September 10-12, 2013
Visit our Booth 1635

Please call us at +1-866-547-3226 or send us an email to
sales@lisecamerica.com
sales@lisecame
erica.com

www.lisec.com/HWM
www.lisec.com/HWM
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Best Companies to Work For

Think your company is the best place to work?
Then take a look and see if it made the list of
the best companies to work for in the glass and
metal industry.

Critical Condition

Rebuilding Joplin, Mo.'s hospital with hardened
windows – some of which can withstand winds
as strong as 250 miles per hour – will help give
residents added confidence and security.

First Responders

Glass shops are often on the frontlines helping
people after a natural disaster turns glazing
into tiny pebbles of broken tempered glass. But
how do glass shops in some of the country’s
most vulnerable areas protect their own wares?
For many it’s all about the suppliers.

On the Safe Side

Experts agree, thanks to the latest in glass
technology and developments, safe rooms don’t
have to be windowless—options exist for
tornado-rated windows.

The Breakdown

Dynamic glass comes in a variety of forms for a
variety of applications. Which one is right for
your next job? Find out in this special section
and take a look at the latest products (page 50.)
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on the cover
Some of the best companies to
work for in the glass and metal
industry. Top line, left to right:
Arlington Glass, NSG Group and
AGC Glass; middle: TSI Corp.
and AAMA; bottom: Guardian
Industries and M3 Glass.
Turn to page 30 to read more.
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Lower solar heat gain, higher design appeal

Architect:
Harvard • Jolly
St. Petersburg College
Applied Ethics Institute
St. Petersburg, FL

With Energy Select 25 low-e coated glass products, you now have more creative freedom
™

on projects that call for enhanced solar control. Four tinted substrate colors are available,
with solar heat gain coefficients as low as 0.25 in a double-glazed unit.
Designing for maximum building performance has never looked better.
Find out more at us.agc.com or email us at info@us.agc.com.
Learn more about
Energy Select

©2013 AGC Glass Company North America, Inc. All rights reserved
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News Analysis

Employers across the U.S. spoke out
about the pending proposed Affordable
Care Act (ACA) with concerns and it
seems the government has listened.
Now, employers will no longer be
required to provide health care coverage
to employees starting January 1, 2014,
as part of the ACA. Glass companies are
praising this postponement.

Glass and Metal’s
Biggest Benefits

From medical coverage to retirement
plans, vacation, bonuses and more,
many companies in the glass and metal
industry receive well-rounded benefits
packages. In this special section, take a
look and find out about the benefits
industry companies are offering to keep
their employees happy.

Is Passive Next in
High-Performance?

As a window manufacturer or dealer you
may have thought “high-performance”
was the holy grail for which to strive. But
then came the “super window,” as one
company calls it, or the “passive window.”
Passive homes, which of course include
passive windows, are gaining
momentum and interest.

And while you’re there …

Be sure to visit www.usglassmag.com for daily, breaking news items, catch up with
our bloggers, scroll through new products, featured projects and much more.
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A SERIOUSLY
COOL VIEW
The sun is dynamic...your windows should
be too. View dynamic glass tints
electronically in response to the outside
world, preserving your view and keeping
you cool. Now your windows are
intelligent, alive, and under your control.
No heat, no glare, and no blinds. You
always have your view and save energy
too. Now that's cool.
Glass this intelligent will forever change
how you view the world.

Dynamic Glass

www.viewglass.com
Come see us at
Glassbuild in Atlanta
September 10–12
Booth number 2427
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GANAPerspectives

A Job Well Done

T

Associations Bring out the Industry’s Best

by Ashley M. Charest

his issue of USGlass magazine is
about the best companies to work
for in the glass and metal industry. In that same respect, there are also
some great associations to which glass
and metal companies can belong. In my
opinion (and of course, I’m biased), the
Glass Association of North America
(GANA) is hands down the best association to which a company can belong,
and the proof of that statement can be
found in the members that are already a
part of GANA. These “best” companies
give us their best workers to use, complimentary, on a range of issues that affect not only their company, but their
competitors and the industry at large.

ALL ABOUT PEOPLE
GANA is the best association because
of the individuals who serve on our
boards, come to our events, participate
in conference calls, and read through
countless drafts of documents and procedures. Those individuals serve on
more than 80 task groups within GANA;
they edit the industry “bible” to provide
updates for the GANA Glazing Manual,
and they provide graphics and photos to

We know that people are giving up some
of their own free, personal time to come
to meetings that may start over a weekend,
hop on a conference call when they are in a
time zone too early for most individuals to
comprehend, and they travel to industry
events where occasionally they end up
ill in their hotel room.
enhance our AIA CEU programs that
again are provided to architectural firms
by the best individuals in our industry.
We know that people give up some of
their own free, personal time to come to
meetings that may start over a weekend,
hop on a conference call when they are in
a time zone too early for most individuals
to comprehend, and they travel to industry
events where occasionally they end up ill
in their hotel room. But it is that type of
person, who is willing to provide a bit of
personal sacrifice for the company at
which they want to establish and maintain
a career, in an industry that will see them
through job title changes, sending the kids

GANA Members:

6

• Have access to more than 45 Glass Informational Bulletins;
• Participate on industry task groups;
• Shape industry code proposals;
• Network with industry peers;
• Attend education sessions on a variety of business, energy and new glass
technology issues;
• Have access to monthly safety bulletins to provide OSHA training to their staff;
• Receive monthly e-newsletters;
• Offer input on ASTM standards and specifications; and
• Have access to our membership roster.
USGlass, Metal & Glazing | August 2013

to college, and even the inevitable death of
a loved one. That is why there are best
companies, and best associations, because
of the best people on the planet who work
for the glass and glazing industry.

ARE YOU ONE OF THE BEST?
Are you working for one of the best
companies in the industry? Make sure
you are taking an active part in your
company’s membership in GANA.
Some of the best minds in our industry
participate. We also invite new participants to become involved in the activities of GANA. Our New Professionals
Committee extends an invitation to
new GANA members to be a part of the
committee to better understand the
overall structure of the association,
along with presentations on industry
topics to better prepare our new members to take advantage of all the association’s offerings. ■
Ashley M.
C h a r e s t is the
account executive for
the Glass Association
of North America in
Topeka, Kan.
www.usglassmag.com
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ShopSavvy

You Never Get a Second Chance

Y

First Impressions Can Make the Difference

by Paul Bieber

ou just bought a new car, or a
pair of shoes. You went shopping,
decided to spend your hardworked-for money, made your choice
with the gracious help of a salesperson
and you are happy. You go to make the
payment and the graciousness stops.
You have to wait too long for a personal
phone call to end. The computer is slow
and it takes way too long to finalize
your purchase. Your shoes are thrown
in a bag and get scuffed. Your brand
new car has buttons in it that you don’t
know how to use and you can’t get the
outside mirrors adjusted.
What are you going to remember
about your shopping experience? What
are you going to tell your friends when
they ask “what is it like to shop at this
place?” Right. You will be telling how
you were treated at the end of the sale
and how you won’t go back there.

ABOVE AND BEYOND
Now, look at your glass shop. How do
you and your team react to your customers after the job is done? Do you leave
the install perfectly clean? Even cleaner
than you found it? Did you take back all
packing materials that you brought to the
site? Did your crew foreman check with
the owner to say the job is completed and
would the owner like to walk through to
ask any questions?
When the customer signs your finished work order, have the foreman explain what was done and why. Make
sure your foreman has looked around
the house or the job site, noticing any
other work that needs to be done. During the sign-off for this job, it is the time
to suggest this other work for which
your company is qualified. Leave a can
of your premium grade professional

8
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glass cleaner as a gift for the customer.
It is the best $2 investment you can get.
Contact a supplier for private label information, or just leave whatever can
you’d recommend.

BETTER THAN EXPECTED

will come back with the customer’s
change. Even though you will, it is bad
business etiquette. Be sure your foreman knows what information to get if
the customer is paying via credit card.
If you can’t finish the job at the expected time, have the foreman explain
why and when the crew will be back. A
foreman should never say, “The office
will call you with the new schedule.”
The first impression of you and
your company will get you the job.
The last impression will get you more
jobs and referrals. ■

If you don’t have a vacuum cleaner on
the truck, ask the homeowner to borrow
theirs and clean up the area. Don’t let
them say,“Don’t bother.” If they don’t clean
for a couple of days, the image of you
walking out the door with the floor dirty
is what they will remember.
Always have some literature or
flyers to leave with your work
order. A pamphlet from your
P a u l B i e b e r has 37 years’
shower door or a window supplier
experience in the glass industry,
is perfect at this time. Do you also
with C.R. Laurence and as
do auto glass? Let the customer
executive vice president of Floral
know. If your crew is expected to
Glass in New York. He is now the
pick up a payment, make sure
principal of Bieber Consulting
your foreman has enough money Group LLC and can be reached at
to make change. You never, ever paulbaseball@msn.com. Read his blog on
want to leave a jobsite saying you Tuesdays at http://usgpaul.usglassmag.com.

www.usglassmag.com
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WINDOWS • CURTAIN WALL • ENTRANCES • STOREFRONT

The best thermal performance. Now with even greater possibilities.

X

E ACT LY.
EFCO’s XTherm® line of high performance thermal products set a new standard for commercial window eﬃciency.
And all the advantages of this innovative technology are available for curtain wall as well. Oﬀering best-in-class
U-factors, the XTherm line opens up a whole new world of design possibilities. View the thermal performance
video at efcoexactly.com/xtherm. Only from EFCO. Exactly.
To learn more, call 1-800-221-4169 or visit efcocorp.com.
© 2013 EFCO Corporation
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USGlass
lass
Powered by USG

NEWS NETWORK

visit www.usgnn.com™ for news every day

Five Individuals and Three Companies
Indicted for Aluminum Smuggling

A

federal grand jury indicted five
individuals and three companies for allegedly conspiring to
smuggle aluminum products into the
United States and money laundering,
according to Rosa Emilia RodríguezVélez, U.S. Attorney for the District of
Puerto Rico.
The indictment alleges that Samuel
García-Adarme, the owner of Sultana
Screens & Aluminum Sales and vice
president of Aluwest Industries; Edrick
García –Vázquez, the president of PRP
Trading Corp; Armando GarcíaVázquez, the vice president of PRP
Trading and the chief financial officer

of Sultana Screens & Aluminum Sales;
Carlos Minguela-Ortiz, an accountant
for Sultana Screens & Aluminum Sales
and PRP Trading; and William Tang Piu
Wong the owner of AGI Trading Corporation, facilitated the importation of
Chinese manufactured goods into the
United States with intent to defraud the
United States of approximately $26.7
million in lawful antidumping and
countervailing duties (ADD/CVD).
Also allegedly complicit were Sultana
Screens & Aluminum Sales, which is located in Mayagüez, with two additional
locations in Caguas and Ponce, P.R., for
scheming to import aluminum and

Triple Seal Group Acquires
Guardian Industries Rexdale

oronto-based Triple Seal Ltd., which includes Independent Mirror Industries,
announced the acquisition of the Guardian Rexdale, Ontario, facility from
Guardian Industries Canada Corp, whose parent company is Guardian Industries Corp. in Auburn Hills, Mich. The acquisition will add laminated glass to
Triple Seal’s fabrication product line as well as increased capacity for tempering,
fabricating and insulating glass units, according to the announcement.
Plans are already under way to add new technologies to the Rexdale plant
with the installation of a heat soak oven used to test tempered glass for applications such as balcony railings. The Guardian Rexdale facility will now be
named Triple Seal Rexdale and orders will be honored going forward.
“This is a very exciting time for Triple Seal. We see huge business potential
as we are acquiring solid production capabilities with great people, leading
edge equipment, and a strong customer base,” says Mark Franklin, president
of Triple Seal Ltd. Franklin adds that the company had been researching and
preparing for this acquisition for many months, and the combined strength of
both companies is a great opportunity for Triple Seal to deliver greater value.
According to a statement from Guardian, “The development is a result of a
comprehensive and deliberate process by Guardian to regularly look at all its
business activities and understand the long term competitiveness and viability of each location within the company. This process is a key element in ensuring the long term profitability of Guardian.”

T
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manufacturing related products for
sale; PRP Trading Corp., which is located in Arecibo, P.R., for importing
aluminum; and Aluwest Industries,
which is located in Ponce, P.R., for manufactured aluminum products.
The indictment further alleges that
García-Adarme,
Edrick
GarcíaVázquez, Armando García-Vázquez
and Carlos Minguela-Ortiz and the
owners and/or principals of Sultana
Screens & Aluminum Sales, PRP Trading, and Aluwest Industries were assisted by William Tang Piu Wong in
purchasing aluminum from China and
shipping it to Malaysia before repackaging the aluminum and creating false
invoices to make it appear as though
the aluminum originated in Malaysia.
They then imported the aluminum into
Puerto Rico to avoid payment of the
ADD/CVD.
Since November 2010, the Department of Commerce has imposed
ADD/CVD on Chinese-origin aluminum, which ranged from 30 – 33
percent of the declared value of the imported aluminum, and 374.15 percent
of the declared value of the imported
aluminum, respectively.
The second count of the indictment
charges defendants Edrick and Armando García-Vázquez, Minguela
Ortiz and Wong and the three companies of conspiracy to commit wire
fraud. The third count charges all defendants with conspiracy to commit
money laundering.
The forfeiture allegations include a
money judgment of $26,758,437.86 for
the unpaid ADD/CVD and a money
judgment of $6,907, 985.43 for the
money laundering count.
If found guilty, the defendants could
face 20 years in prison. ■
www.usglassmag.com
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XL Edge IG® > Loå3-366® > Loå-i89TM > Neat®> Preserve®

New Loå-i89:
it’s even more
enhanced.
Introducing Loå-i89™, our new
energy-saving 4th surface
(roomside) coated glass.
• More visible light transmittance
• Less reflectance
• Less expensive in our new
annealed version
• Same low center of glass U-Factor
of just 0.20 when coupled with our
Loå2® or Loå3® glass and argon fill
in a double-pane unit
• Easy to clean
• No haze to mar the view
If you’re ENERGY STAR compliant
today, by adding Loå-i89 you’ll
be compliant tomorrow as well.
For more information, contact
your Cardinal sales rep. Or visit
cardinalcorp.com.

ENGINEERING THE FUTURE OF COATED GLASS
A CARDINAL GLASS INDUSTRIES COMPANY

>I

TM

ENHANCED PERFORMANCE GLASS
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Codes Regulations
Canadian Standards Association
Drafts Standard on Glass Railings

P

erhaps it was only a matter of
time before Canadian building
agencies began work on a standard that would strengthen balcony
railings, following the publicity around
the rash of broken glass railings in 2011
(see October 2011 USGlass, page 32).
That time is now, as the Canadian Standards Association (CSA), a part of CSA
Group, has begun the early stages of
what is currently being called CSA A500
Guards in and around Buildings.
According to Dwayne Torrey, project
manager for CSA Group,“This standard
will specify requirements for permanent
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guards in and about buildings. Guards
include balcony railings. It will not address temporary guards, barriers for resisting impact from vehicles or barriers
used in building operations and works
of engineering construction. The standard will cover a number of building
guard construction and material types,
but due to the volume, a key area of
focus will be aluminum and glass systems. Glass selection parameters and
test requirements will be included.”
Just how the glass industry will be
impacted by the upcoming standard
is unknown currently. Other mem-

bers of the working group would tell
USGlass only that the standard is in
such an early development phase
that it is too early to note just how it
will ultimately help—or hurt—the
use of glass in these applications.
Torrey acknowledges that the publicity surrounding the shattered glass
balcony railings has played a part in
leading to this standard’s creation.
“Issues related to balcony railing
materials, combined with opportunities to improve design and installacontinued on page 14
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Green means go.
Get the green light for ratio assurance. Take the guesswork out of ratio assurance with the
ExactaBlend™ Advanced Glazing Proportioner. One quick glance at the system’s green light tells
you that two-part silicones are being dispensed on-ratio. With a better mix from
ExactaBlend AGP, you have more confidence in the quality of your curtainwall
and insulating glass products. Get ExactaBlend AGP. Ratio assurance made easy.

Call 877-844-7226, visit ExactaBlend.com or stop by GlassBuild Booth 2047.
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Codes&Regulations
continued

tion requirements, have highlighted
the need for a single, national consensus standard governing the manufacture, design and installation of
building guards,” he says. Torrey
adds, “This initiative is supported by
a broad range of stakeholders including government regulators,
guard manufacturers, installers,
building designers, engineers, building owners and developers.”
Torrey reports that CSA A500 is
being developed by a group of technical experts from across Canada.
“The technical committee has engaged engineers and architects, complimented by specialists in areas
such as wind, anchorage and glazing;
building developers, owners, managers and users; regulators to ensure
that requirements meet the needs of
major jurisdictions; and fabricators

14
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The Canadian Standards Association is in the early stages of developing a
standard for guards and glass balcony railings.

of building guards,” he says.
The committee was established in June
2012 and CSA currently is aiming to have
the new standard available in 2014.
Individuals interested in working

on the standard should contact Torrey at dwayne.torrey@csagroup.org.
❙❙➤www.csagroup.org ■
—Megan Headley
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OUR GLASS
ISN’T DESIGNED
FOR BUILDINGS.
IT’S DESIGNED
FOR PEOPLE.
SageGlass is glazing that can be
tinted electronically, allowing building
occupants to control the sunlight and
heat that enter the space. Buildings
are more comfortable and energy
efficient—so architects can design
with more glass and glaziers can win
larger installations with higher profits.
It’s not just smart glass, it’s
brilliant.

SAGE Headquarters, Faribault, MN

ARCHITECT: I&S Group

Visit us at GlassBuild,
Booth 2300
To see this brilliant technology in action, visit www.sageglass.com or call 1-877-724-3325
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Energy Environment
GANA Moves Forward in Defining
Life Cycle Assessments for Glass

S

USGlass, page 22). The document ultimately will provide an internationally recognized method for reporting
the environmental impact of glass
products and materials throughout
their entire life cycle.
As Jessica Slomka, PCR program
operator for NSF International, ex-

plains it, “PCRs define how to conduct
a life cycle assessment (LCA) for a
particular product group and what to
include in the resulting report, called
an environmental product declaration
(EPD). LCAs measure inputs, outputs
and environmental impacts of a product across its lifespan, from cradle to
grave. The EPD is the thirdparty-verified report that may
function like a nutrition label
to explain the data generated
from a life cycle assessment.”
The push to create a glass
PCR has been underway since
at least 2011, when the glass
industry took charge of the
initiative. Tom Bruursema,
general manager of NSF International’s Sustainability division, explains the benefits:
“The GANA Flat/Float Glass
product PCR will enable glass
manufacturers to conduct
LCAs and publish EPDs that
can help their buyers identify
the products with preferred environmental profiles. This information is crucial in helping
businesses and government
agencies meet their greener
purchasing goals,” he says.
These documents are likely
to become more common
tools, especially as the U.S.
Green Building Council reports that the current draft of
the LEED v4 standard would
reward projects that use products with EPDs. Kara Goscinski Cach, environmental
GANA and the NSF National Center for Sustainability Standards are working to develop systems manager for Guardian
a product category rule for flat and float glass that will provide an internationally Industries in Auburn Hills,

ince the beginning of the year
efforts have been underway
between the Glass Association
of North America (GANA) and the
NSF National Center for Sustainability Standards (NCSS) to develop a
product category rule (PCR) for flat
and float glass (see January 2013

recognized method for reporting the environmental impact of glass products and
materials throughout their entire life cycle.
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continued on page 18
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Energy&Environment
continued

Federal Data Shows Energy Usage
Savings by U.S. Building Sector
new analysis of federal energy data shows that the U.S. building sector’s vigorous efforts toward efficiency standards and subsequent dwindling energy consumption have essentially eliminated the need for any
additional power plants to service the building sector.
Architecture 2030, a non-profit group devoted to achieving dramatic reductions in climate-change causing greenhouse gas emissions of the building sector, released its analysis of the 2013 U.S. Energy Information
Association’s (EIA) Annual Energy Outlook. In its findings, the group concluded that the building sector needs no new further power sources despite
future plans to add more than 60 billion square feet to its stock by 2030 –
a 23.6 percent increase.
A moratorium on power plant construction today would hold no negative
implications for the sector, traditionally one of the most energy-hungry sectors of the nation. The favorable news comes at an opportune time as both
houses of Congress mull over various potential landmark legislative options
designed to enhance energy efficiency while also reducing the nation’s
greenhouse gas emissions.

A

Mich., and chair of GANA’s Flat Glass
Product Category Rules group, adds,
“As end-use consumers and business
entities throughout the supply chain
become increasingly aware of environmental considerations in the manufacturing process, it is imperative that the
glass industry provide clear and transparent data on the environmental impact of glass products. Demand for
green building products continues to
grow, and glass manufacturers have responded with this important step to ensure a strong future in sustainable
construction.”
Despite the benefits, the document
drafting process isn’t an easy one.
“The biggest challenge in any PCR
development process is to provide a
consistent, reliable framework for
collecting and reporting data, while
ensuring that the end product allows
enough flexibility to functionally
benefit all users,” Cach says. “The
glass industry’s flat glass PCR is no
different. In order to fulfill its role as
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a critical first step, a PCR must work
in harmony with other vital components in the environmental life cycle
disclosure process.”
The current draft has been many
months in the making, and has involved an inclusive team. “The NCSS
utilized an open consultative process
to develop the PCR with participation
from an expert panel of stakeholders
including flat/float glass product
manufacturers, suppliers, regulatory
agencies, environmental organizations and end-users. During the development of the PCR, the group of
stakeholders, with the help of NCSS,
define the product platform and create the rules for the product category,”
Slomka says.
“The GANA Flat Glass PCR task
group, along with the stakeholders,
have been focused and very diligent
in working on this PCR for the past
six months,” adds Urmilla JokhuSowell, technical director of GANA.
The task group has met monthly

since the start of this project in early
January 2013 and has made great
progress in six months. This project
already has been reviewed by the
working task group and the stakeholders of the flat glass PCR.”
Following this public review period and ultimate completion of the
PCR, program operator NSF International will assemble a three-person
review panel to comment on the
PCR, Slomka says. She adds, “The
PCR Review panel is charged with
ensuring the PCR was developed in
accordance with ISO 14025, ISO
14040 series. Once the GANA
Flat/Float Glass PCR is finalized, it
will be made available publicly by the
NSF International.”
Cach says finalization of the flat
glass PCR document is scheduled for
completion early next month. She is
scheduled to present a summary of
the document to the Flat Glass Manufacturing Division at GANA’s Fall
Conference September 18-20 in
Charlotte, N.C.
—Megan Headley

USGBC’s LEED v4 to
Launch This Fall

With a final tally of 86 percent in
favor, U.S. Green Building Council
(USGBC) membership voted to
adopt LEED v4. The vote includes 90
percent approval from the user category of the voting body, 77 percent
approval from the general interest
category and 89 percent approval
from the producer category. The
minimum overall percentage of votes
needed for a passing vote was 66.7
percent.
USGBC will offer education on
LEED v4 in the form of webinar
suites, and the full program, along
with reference guides, will be unveiled at this year’s Greenbuild International Conference and Expo.
Currently, there are more 100 projects pursuing certification through
the LEED v4 beta program. ■
www.usglassmag.com
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o p t i Q™
a smart new window series

THERMAL INTELLIGENCE
JUST GOT BRIGHTER
Introducing the Newest OptiQ™ Ultra Thermal Windows from Traco

The industry’s smartest window keeps getting smarter. The

ongoing partnership with the U.S. Department of Energy, the

new AA®5450 single and double hung windows – the latest in

AA5450 series window integrates innovative features to deliver

the OptiQ™ Ultra Thermal Window series – continue to set

the highest levels of thermal performance. With the AA5450

the standard for brilliance in window design. The result of an

series window, thermal intelligence just got brighter.
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FinancialFlash
Architectural Revenues Up for Apogee

T

he first-quarter financial figures for
Apogee Enterprises’ architectural
segment saw a robust increase in
revenues along with an overall operating
income that more than doubled.
The company reported operating income was $6.1 million, up from $2.3 million in the prior year, while the earnings
per share were also up considerably at
$0.14 compared to $0.06. Net earnings
were $4.2 million in the quarter compared
to $1.6 million in the prior-year period—
a 159 percent increase.
Architectural glass revenues jumped 27
percent to $74.8 million, while architectural services (up 19 percent to $46.5 million) also recorded strong profits. ■

Apogee Business Segment Information
(in thousands of dollars)

13 weeks ended June 1, ’13 13 weeks ended June 2, ’12
Sales
Architectural Glass
$74,803
$59,066
Architectural Services
$46,476
$38,918
Architectural Framing Systems
$44,446
$42,407
Large-scale Optical
$19,473
$19,258
Eliminations
($5,887)
($5,515)
Total
$179,311
$154,134
Operating income (loss)
Architectural Glass
$1,371
($2,406)
Architectural Services
($965)
($2,579)
Architectural Framing System
$2,064
$3,096
Large-scale Optical
$4,698
$5,268
Corporate and other
($1,053)
($1,061)
Total
$6,115
$2,318

% Change
27%
19%
5%
1%
-7%
16%
N/M
63%
-33%
-11%
1%
164%

Manufacturers of America's
Finest Custom Windows
Custom Shaped Windows BIM
Church Windows

We Have

(for Stained and Protective Glass)

Narrow Profile Equal Siteline Windows
(ventilators are indistinguishable from fixed)

Historical Replication Windows
Hurricane/Impact Windows
Dual Color Thermal Windows
Skylights, Walkways, etc.
Metal and Glass Bending
Sunbilt Sunrooms
Family Owned and Operated Since 1906

J. SUSSMAN, INC.
109-10 180th Street
Tel: 718-297-0228

TM

Jamaica, New York 11433
Fax: 718-297-3090

www.sunbilt.com

www.jsussmaninc.com
FINE ARCHITECTURAL METAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

WINDOWS
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WALKWAYS

SUNROOMS

GLASS and METAL BENDING
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ContractGlazing
Metal Suppliers Keep Up with Product,
Finishing and Installation Trends

O

nce the curtainwall goes in,
glass and metal fabricators continue to add value to projects
with additional metal items, from sunshades to louvers and more. How that
value is added continues to evolve.
According to Donnie Hunter, manager, architectural promotion, for
Kawneer Co. Inc. in Norcross, Ga., “The
interest in sunshades is still there and
growing. Originally sunshades were
more of an aesthetic statement rather
than a true contributor to the functionality of the building, so it was very
common for them to be value-engineered out of the project. Today functionality seems to drive specification,
but aesthetics are still critical to many
designers. Incorporating interior light
shelves for enhancing natural daylighting is on the uptick as many studies over the years have indicated
natural daylight stimulates the brain

more than manmade light.” Hunter
adds that there are several energy and
solar estimating tools on the market
today that can help determine the performance of a façade and determine
when these products can help boost a
project’s energy efficiency.
“Sunshades are still very popular and
we are seeing the architects and owners
wanting something custom, and not
just a standard 3-foot sunshade that
they see on most buildings,” Tom
O’Malley, vice president of Doralco Architectural Metal Solutions in Alsip, Ill.,
agrees. He adds, “We have been doing a
lot of custom dies, especially for the end
fascia piece, as that is what really sticks
out. We also have been doing more perforated sunshades.”
In addition, O’Malley says his company is seeing an increase in the
cladding of storefront and doors. “People still do not necessarily want to pay

The new Colorado State University – Engineering-II building features Kawneer
Versoleil™ sunshades attached to the company's ultra thermal 1600UT
System™1 curtainwall system. Photo courtesy of Kawneer Company
Inc./photography: ©CL Berg Photographics. Reprinted with permission.
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for a solid stainless door but they will
upgrade to a cladded one to enhance
the visual appeal of the entrance to
their building,” he says.
When it comes to the finishes on
these metal products, the natural look
of painted wood grain finishes have
been popular both for sunshades and
for composite and plate panels. “It is
more readily available and offers a
stronger product than real wood,”
O’Malley says. “People are staying away
from anodized as much as possible because of the finish quality and the warranty. The Kynar paint option is a much
better product and offers a 20-year warranty. Pricing on this is much closer to
anodizing than ever before which
helps,” he adds.
However, Hunter finds that anodized
finishes, particularly clear, continue to
be prevalent. And according to what
Hunter sees, “As a result of the green
movement and more recently, the overall sustainability movement, painted
finishes are becoming less popular due
to the off-gassing, or more harmful
byproducts, during the application
process.”
Owners aren’t just looking for a sustainable, efficient product, these experts find. They’re also looking for a
product that will do precisely what the
manufacturer says it will. “More and
more architects and building owners
want to see test reports for their specific
project or application,” Hunter says.
Mike Wallace, president of Quality
Metalcrafts LLC in Rogers, Minn.,
agrees. “There seems to be a stronger
push for having the necessary testing
for architectural metal products and
panels to support the project. In the
continued on page 24
www.usglassmag.com
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ContractGlazing
continued

past, this was not always a requirement
and the reputable manufacturers are
investing in the proper testing to support their product lines.”
In addition to this increasing need
for appropriate testing, Wallace sees a
need for more metal suppliers to get involved early in the design process in
order to help inform designers as to the
most appropriate products available.
According to Wallace, “Architectural
drawing quality has been slowly deteriorating, resulting in poorly drawn,
conceptual or partially drawn buildings. As a result, contract glaziers need
to be more proactive in assisting in the
design development early on and during the bidding process.” Wallace suggests assisting in choosing the right
product for the application and valueengineering the project to assist in
meeting budgets. “We often see the

24
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wrong product specified for an application where the architectural community needs solid resources that are truly
offering the right product. Sometimes
that means suggesting a product that
you do not offer, but being a resource to
the architect,” Wallace says.
Getting involved early also can help
work out budget and trade-interface issues. As O’Malley points out,“People always like to see photovoltaics or
moveable sunshades but the owner
never wants to pay for it. This side of
the market is still kind of a pipedream
as there seems to be too many issues interfacing with the other trades needed.
It leaves the general contractor worried
that something is missing scope-wise
and they usually push to get it removed
to a standard sunshade or even still
custom but not automated or using
photovoltaics.” Early involvement can

not only ensure that the appropriate
product is selected, but the project runs
on schedule.
Of course, suppliers don’t have to go directly to the architect necessarily, but can
find a number of benefits in working with
a design-assist glazing contractor to meet
these needs. “This past year we have
found that we have seen requirements for
more single-sourced responsibility,” Wallace says,“not only supplying the drafting,
engineering and product, but including
multiple products from a single manufacturer. We recently worked closely with
a glazing contractor where they teamed
up with us to promote their package as a
single source for seven different products
on a given project. Due to the fact that we
were able to fit the bill, we were successful
in closing the project. We are seeing this
more and more moving forward.” ■
—Megan Headley
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ABI Regional Averages
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ABI Stays Positive
in June

T

he Architecture Billings Index (ABI), which reflects the
approximate nine- to 12-month lag time between architecture billings and construction spending, was positive in June after the first decline in ten months in April. The
American Institute of Architects (AIA) reported the June ABI
score was 51.6, down from a mark of 52.9 in May. This score
reflects an increase in demand for design services (any score
above 50 indicates an increase in billings). The new projects
inquiry index was 62.6, up from the 59.1 reading in May.

Dodge Momentum Pauses in June

The Dodge Momentum Index receded in June from the preDodge Momentum Index
vious month, according to McGraw Hill Construction, a divi2000=100
sion of McGraw Hill Financial. The Momentum Index is a
May June
%
monthly measure of the first (or initial) report for nonresi2013 2013 Change
dential building projects in planning, which have been shown Dodge Momentum Index 115.5 113.8 -1.5
to lead construction spending for nonresidential buildings by Commercial building
110.5 101.1 -8.5
a full year. After six consecutive monthly increases, the Mo- Institutional building
121.6 129.5 6.5
mentum Index in June slipped 1.5 percent to 113.8, down Source: McGraw Hill Construction
from a revised reading of 115.5 for May.
The June Momentum Index revealed a mixed reading for its two major components, as a sharp increase in plans
for institutional buildings offset a drop in commercial development. New plans for institutional buildings rose 6.5
percent in June.

Construction Industry
Stands 13,000 Jobs Strong

The nation’s construction industry unemployment rate dipped to its
lowest rate in nearly six years following an addition of 13,000 jobs in
June, according to the latest report by the Department of Labor. The
boost in job numbers was the catalyst behind the industry unemployment rate’s fall to 9.8 percent, its lowest mark since September 2007.
Since June 2012, the industry has added 190,000 jobs for an increase
of 3.4 percent. Overall, the nation has added 195,000 jobs as the private sector expanded by 202,000 jobs and the public sector shrank by
7,000 jobs. The nation’s overall unemployment rate remains unchanged
at 7.6 percent, but is lower than the 8.2 percent registered in June 2012.

Construction Employment by Segment

Nonresidential building construction:
▲ 700 jobs in June from May; 16,400 jobs over the last 12 months.
Residential building construction:
▲ 100 jobs in June from May; 13,100 jobs over the last 12 months.
Nonresidential specialty trade contractors:
▲ 2,100 jobs in June from May; 47,100 jobs over the last 12 months.
Residential specialty trade contractors:
▲ 5,100 jobs in June from May; 77,100 jobs over the last 12 months.
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Nonresidential Spending
Inches Up

In a further sign of slow economic recovery, the nation’s nonresidential construction spending inched up 0.1 percent
in May, according to the July 2 report by
the U.S. Commerce Department.

Construction Spending
in May by Segment

Nonresidential
construction spending:
Private nonresidential
construction spending:
Public nonresidential
construction spending:
Residential
construction spending:
Total construction
spending:

▼ 2.9 %
▼ 0.9 %

▼ 4.9 %

▲ 1.2 %
▲ 0.5 %
■
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SGE Technical Seminar
on Glass Processing

Saffety Glass
Gla Experts (SG E) launches its 2nd Glass Processing
sing TTechnical
echnical Seminar to be held at the
Radisson Blu Hotel, Milan 21.-22.10.2013 on the same week as the Vitrum 2013 Exhibition.
SG E will share with participants its renowned training program and will answer the technical questions related to the
challenges presented by the participants related to the program of the seminar. SG E offfers
ers a unique opportunity
op
to gain the
latest insights in the industry through a 2 day seminar with 6 individual full day prograams that participants can choose from.
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Legislation Legal
Glass Industry Views Immigration
Reform as Necessary

J

erry Wright, president and owner of AAA Glass in Fort
Worth, Texas, says the Texas glass industry has already
come to terms with the idea of immigration reform and
stands ready for whatever form of it eventually becomes the
law of the land.
“We’ve accepted it,” says Wright, who also serves as president
of the Texas Glass Association.“It is the way it is. It’s just an unfortunate dilemma our nation is in because we desperately need
to have more workers in the workforce. So I don’t like it, but it appears we’ve backed ourselves into a corner and [immigration

reform] is probably the only way out of that corner.”
The U.S. Senate passed the Border Security, Economic Opportunity and Immigration Modernization Act of 2013 in July,
but it still has a tough road ahead before ever becoming law.
Wright estimates that undocumented immigrants comprised as much as 20 percent of Texas’ glass workers with
most of them found in the state’s rural areas where enforcement isn’t as stringent.
The potential law’s ripple effect can already be felt in Texas,
as many large glass companies are reporting a drop-off in

Cafeteria Practice Prompts
School System to Settle Court Case

he attorney for the Seattle-area school district that
recently settled for $2 million with a former student
left permanently disabled following a glass-related incident at one of its schools nearly six years ago says the
glass involved was fine.
The problem was the decision to hold wrestling practice
in the school cafeteria that day.
“It was more about the switch [to] the cafeteria [from the
gym],” says Robert L. Christie, the Seattle-based attorney who
represented the Kent Unified School District. “The type of
glass was fine for a cafeteria, but not for wrestling practice.”
Glass safety activist Greg Abel applauded the school district for doing the right thing.
“It was a wise thing to do,” says Abel, a former law enforcement officer whose own son was seriously injured by
glass while exiting a University of Oregon sporting complex
in 2001. “It was good on the part of the school district because the kid’s injuries were pretty horrific. The award will
never get this young man to where he was before, but,
hopefully, it will help him on another path.”
The former student was 15 when he allegedly fell while
climbing atop a stack of rolled up wrestling mats in December 2007. He almost bled to death after careening into some
adjacent wired glass and nearly severing off his entire arm.
He filed suit in federal court against the school district
shortly after the accident, saying school officials were negligent because they should have been aware of the inher-

T
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ent danger of the glass and removed it from close proximity of their students.
The school system and the student agreed to settlement
terms this past April, with Traveler’s Insurance paying out
the money on behalf of the school system. As further part
of the deal, school officials had to also publicly apologize.
But Christie still contends the problem stemmed from
the decision to hold wrestling practice in the cafeteria
rather in the gym. The school had been forced to hold
wrestling practice in the cafeteria during a prior season,
but Christie was unsure as to why they were doing so again
on the day of the accident. His firm of The Christie Law
Group hired its own experts who alleged that the older, annealed glass was code-compliant for a cafeteria. It was
never meant to host athletic events.
“The focus was really whether it was a safe place to store
wrestling mats,” Christie says. “It created a problem.”
The uncertainty of the case and desire to avoid a public
relations nightmare led school officials to settle the case
rather than go to trial, Christie says.
The former student remains permanently disabled even
after extensive medical procedures in the years since,
Christie says.
“Everybody felt awful that he was injured,” Christie says.
“At least there’s been some relief.”
The Kent Unified School District is the state’s fourthlargest, according the school system website.
www.usglassmag.com
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BULLETS. BLASTS.
TORNADOES.
HURRICANES.
The U.S. Senate recently passed the Border Security,
Economic Opportunity and Immigration Modernization Act
of 2013, which would add huge increases in border security.

workers worried about possible deportation and stiff fines
in the future. Many have quit, leaving the state’s largest
glass companies struggling to keep up with demand.
“Everybody I know is looking for help right now,”Wright says.
The Senate-passed immigration reform bill could eventually offer a path to citizenship to some of the estimated
11 million undocumented immigrants living in America.
Fourteen Republicans joined the chamber’s 54 Democrats
as the measure passed, 68-32. The legislation must still be
approved by the Republican-led House of Representatives
before President Barack Obama can sign it into law.
The bill addresses undocumented immigrants, legal immigration, border security, employer hiring and an entryexit system so the government knows if foreign nationals
leave the country when their visa expires. The lengthy path
to citizenship would likely take 13 years or more.
The bill adds huge increases in border security, bolstered
by an amendment sponsored by Sens. Bob Corker (R-Tenn.)
and John Hoeven (R-N.D.) that helped bring on board unsure Democrats and Republicans. The amendment would
prevent green-card status for undocumented immigrants
until the government deploys 20,000 additional border
agents, while mandating E-Verify to prevent businesses from
hiring unauthorized workers as well as the completion of a
700-mile border fence and adds to entry-exit systems to track
whether foreign nationals overstay their visas.
Critics, however, argue that the bill is “amnesty” because
undocumented immigrants would receive provisional
legal status to stay in the U.S. before border and enforcement measures are met. They also allege that the bill won’t
ensure those measures will actually be met.
But because most illegal immigrants work in the construction and farming industries, both Walter Scherer,
owner of Stuart Glass in south Florida, and Dan Nance of
Arizona-based Arrow Glass say that immigration reform
was not an issue with their companies. Both men insist
that they’re just fine whatever the final outcome.
“Our people are very specialized,” Scherer says. ■
—John Hollis
www.usglassmag.com

In an insecure world, you need
unique architectural security
solutions you can depend on.
Insulgard* Security
Products designs,
manufactures and
markets architectural
security products and
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ballistic, blast, wind and impact threats.
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retail and convenience stores.
• Bullet,Bl ast,
Hurricane and
Tornadic Wind
Resistant aluminum
store fronts
and windows
• Multi-layer bullet
resistant systems for school entries and interiors
• Bullet and Blast Resistant aluminum swing and
sliding doors
• Aluminum window and door systems that
meet FEMA 361 2008 testing
• Secure interior currency transaction areas
VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE AT

WWW.INSULGARD.COM
For more information: 800-624-6315
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BRAGGING
The Industry’s Best

These Companies
Show Us Which
Top-Notch Benefits
Lead to Job
Satisfaction in
Our Look at the
Best Companies to
Work for in the
Glass and Metal
Industry
by Megan Headley
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RIGHTS
Companies to Work For

T

here’s no doubt about it: the
glass and metal industry is one
of the best industries in which
to work. We here at USGlass magazine hear regularly from employees
who are passionate about the products they make, take pride in a job
well done and feel strongly about the
companies they represent. But have
you ever wondered how your company stacks up against the competition? That’s where our “Best
Companies to Work For” survey
comes in.
The following pages include a ranked
sampling of just such. Through extensive benefit plans, continual training
and corporate cultures that promote
their employees’ wellbeing, these companies work hard everyday to make it a
joy for employees to come to work.

these companies offered. That point
system was based on an independent
survey of glass and metal industry
company employees who explained
which benefits are most important to
them. Those included here are organized by number of employees, as submitted by nominated companies.

1-100 EMPLOYEES
1. Vetrotech SaintGobain North America,
Auburn, Wash.

About the Survey

Those included were selected using
benefit information supplied by the
representatives from the companies.
Companies across the industry were
nominated in response to an invitation
posted on www.usglassmag.com and
sent out through the usgnn.com™ daily
e-newsletter. Only companies that submitted completed forms were considered. Companies were ranked using a
weighted point system that assigned
value to each of the various benefits
www.usglassmag.com

Vetrotech Saint-Gobain is headquartered in Auburn, Wash., with 50
employees. According to Lori Jerome,
web publisher, it is truly the supportive employees who make working at
the company a daily pleasure. Jerome

says that having the backing of a huge
corporation (Saint-Gobain) and the
operation of a private company “that
really truly cares about the health,
safety and happiness of its employees”
are just part of what goes into making
this company one of the best for which
to work.
VETROTECH SAINT-GOBAIN NORTH
AMERICA’S BENEFITS
Medical Health Coverage: Fully
employer paid
Dental Plan: Fully employer paid
Retirement Plan: Pension
Long-Term Disability: Fully employer paid
Short-Term Disability: Fully employer paid
Life Insurance: Fully employer paid
Paid Vacation Time: 2 weeks
Sick/Personal Time: 5 days per year
Continuing Education Coverage:
Employer paid
Medical Savings Plan: Flexible
spending plan
Maternity Plan: Employer paid,
up to 4 weeks
Pay Increases: Annually
Paid Bereavement Leave: 5 days for
immediate family
Paid Holidays: 8 paid holidays annually
Employee Assistance Program:
Employer provided/covered
Flex Time for Employees: Yes

continued on page 32
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Rights
continued from page 31

2. TIE: American
Architectural
Manufacturers
Association (AAMA)
and Arlington Glass
AAMA
Schaumburg, Ill.

Continuing Education Coverage:
Partially employer paid
Medical Savings Plan: Flexible
spending plan
Maternity Plan: Unpaid, 5-6 weeks
Pay Increases: Provided periodically
based on merit
Profit Sharing Plan In Place: Yes
Paid Bereavement Leave: 3 days for
immediate family
Paid Holidays: 9 paid holidays annually
Flex Time for Employees: Yes

Arlington Glass
Chicago, Ill.
The Schaumburg, Ill.-based American
Architectural Manufacturers Association
(AAMA) employs 20 individuals who
support its numerous fenestration, glass
and supplier members.
“As a not-for-profit, we are not
money/market driven. Instead, we are
driven by our customers/members and
their satisfaction,” says Andrea Rhodes,
technical operations supervisor. “This
makes my job much more enjoyable than
worrying about commissions and profits.
Instead, I can worry about making sure
our members are happy and represented.”
The company further rewards employees with an annual bonus incentive
program, yearly staff outings and
monthly staff lunch and learns.
AAMA’S BENEFITS
Medical Health Coverage: Fully
employer paid
Dental Plan: Fully employer paid
Retirement Plan: 401K - Less than
100 percent
Long-Term Disability: Fully employer paid
Short-Term Disability: Available but not
employer paid
Life Insurance: Fully employer paid
Paid Vacation Time: 3-4 weeks
Sick/Personal Time: 12 days per year
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Chicago-based Arlington Glass is
home to 24 employees at two locations.
Patrick Hill, senior project manager,
says the company fosters an atmosphere of support, where “no one cares
about titles or position” and “it’s all
about taking care of the customer and
helping each other.”
As a result, Hill says, the customer
wins. “The Arlington team will do
whatever it takes to treat the customer
with respect and to deliver high-quality products on time and at competitive
pricing. The customer is always first.”
The company also strives to put the
community first, by allowing employees paid time off for community
service work such as election judging,
food bank participation and so forth.
ARLINGTON GLASS’S BENEFITS
Medical Health Coverage: Fully
employer paid
Dental Plan: Fully employer paid for
field; 80% non-field
Retirement Plan: Pension and/or 401K

Long-Term Disability: Fully employer
paid non-field
Short-Term Disability: Fully employer
paid non-field
Life Insurance: Fully employer paid,
field; partially non-field
Paid Vacation Time: 3-4 weeks
Sick/Personal Time: 6 days per year
Continuing Education Coverage:
Employer paid
Maternity Plan: Employer paid, 5-6
weeks
Pay Increases: Annually
Paid Bereavement Leave: 3 days for
immediate family
Paid Holidays: 10 paid holidays annually
Employee Assistance Program:
Employer provided/covered
Referral Bonus Program: Gifts/rewards
Flex Time for Employees: Yes

3. TIE: M3 Glass
Technologies and
Wood’s Powr-Grip
M3 Glass Technologies
Irving, Texas

M3 Glass Technologies in Irving, Texas,
is home to 100 employees at two locations, and those employees say the family-owned and -operated fabricator treats
them like family as well.
“They help guide and encourage
growth in and out of the office and everything is an open door,” says Chris Fennell,
in sales for M3, of the company owners.
www.usglassmag.com
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Mike Pfaffenberger, decorative glass
manager, agrees. “We maintain a small
company,‘family’ environment while providing world class products,” he says.
Pfaffenberger adds that the multi-generational company has “stayed true to its
roots,” never compromising on the way it
treats its employees or the processes and
technologies it adopts to stay at the forefront of the glass industry.
M3 GLASS’S BENEFITS
Medical Health Coverage: Partially
employer paid
Dental Plan: Partially employer paid
Retirement Plan: 401K - Employer match
Long-Term Disability: Fully employer paid
Short-Term Disability: Available but not
employer paid
Life Insurance: Fully employer paid
Paid Vacation Time: 1-3 weeks
Continuing Education Coverage: Fully
employer paid
Medical Savings Plan: Flexible
spending plan
Pay Increases: Annually
Profit Sharing Plan In Place: Yes
Paid Bereavement Leave: 3 days for
immediate family
Paid Holidays: 6 paid holidays annually
Flex Time for Employees: Yes

Wood’s Powr-Grip
Laurel, Mont.

www.usglassmag.com
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After nearly 50 years in business,
Wood’s Powr-Grip in Laurel, Mont., employs approximately 100 individuals.
Lisa Hagel, marketing/advertising coordinator, says the company’s philosophy to “do the right thing” for
customers, employees and the community is part of what makes Wood’s
such a great place to work. “Although
this philosophy seems very basic, it is
important to the prosperity of Wood’s
Powr-Grip, especially in today’s business world,” Hagel says.
Part of this philosophy is reflected
in the company’s individual product
testing. Part of it is reflected in its
benefits, such as the company’s wellness programs. Among other offerings, employees receive health
incentives for participating in the
company’s annual health fair. A nurse
visits monthly to take blood pressures
and answer health questions, with
free hearing tests performed annually.
Employees also receive fitness club
discounts. In addition, the company
hosts a discounted annual company
golf tournament and an annual company-paid picnic or outing.
WOOD’S POWR-GRIP’S BENEFITS
Medical Health Coverage: Partially
employer paid
Dental Plan: Available but not
employer paid
Retirement Plan: 401K – 100 percent
Long-Term Disability: Fully employer paid
Life Insurance: Fully employer paid
Paid Vacation Time: 2 weeks
Medical Savings Plan: Flexible
spending plan
Maternity Plan: Unpaid, more than 8
weeks
Pay Increases: Annually
Paid Bereavement Leave: 3 days for
immediate family
Paid Holidays: 10 paid holidays annually
Employee Assistance Program:
Employer provided/covered
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101-1,000 EMPLOYEES
Tubelite Inc.
Walker, Mich.

The more than 200 employees at
Walker, Mich.-based Tubelite Inc.’s
four locations demonstrate their pride
in their company through their commitment to their clients. According to
controller Shari Ludy, that’s because
“we’re growing by leaps and bounds
and the company shares that with the
employees.”
She points to the company’s generous
benefits package as partial evidence of
this. In addition, she says, the company
works to celebrate its success and
growth on a quarterly basis through
such things as group family activities,
internal promotions, tuition reimbursement and certification rewards
that all work to make employees feel
supported.
Ludy adds that having a large parent company provides additional opportunities for employee growth and
health.
“We are well supported by our parent
continued on page 34
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Rights
continued from page 33

company, Apogee, and the Apogee
umbrella of companies allows people
to grow and move across the country.
Apogee is very supportive for personal health and wellness and provides numerous events throughout
the year to help increase healthy activities,” she says.
Shelley Van Dyke, human resources
manager, adds that the way the company treats its employees is reflected in
the pride they demonstrate through
commitment to a job well done.
“Tubelite employees have a sense of
ownership,” Van Dyke says. “We have a
great team that takes pride in providing
quality products and services to our customers on time and complete.”
Ludy agrees, “The people are
phenomenal.”
TUBELITE’S BENEFITS
Medical Health Coverage: Partially
employer paid
Dental Plan: Partially employer paid
Retirement Plan: 401K - Employer match
Long-Term Disability: Available but not
employer paid
Short-Term Disability: Fully employer paid
Life Insurance: Fully employer paid
Stock Options: Employee stock
purchase plan
Paid Vacation Time: 5-6 weeks
Sick/Personal Time: 3 days per year
Continuing Education Coverage:
Partially employer paid
Medical Savings Plan: Flexible
spending plan
Maternity Plan: Employer paid, 7-8
weeks
Pay Increases: Annually
Profit Sharing Plan In Place: Yes
Paid Bereavement Leave: 3 days for
immediate family
Paid Holidays: 8 paid holidays annually
Employee Assistance Program:
Employer provided/covered
Referral Bonus Program: Time off bonus
Flex Time for Employees: Yes
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2. TIE: J.E. Berkowitz
L.P., Technical Glass
Products and YKK AP
America
J.E. Berkowitz L.P.
Pedricktown, N.J.

Employer paid
Medical Savings Plan: Flexible
spending plan
Maternity Plan: Unpaid, 7-8 weeks
Pay Increases: Annually
Profit Sharing Plan In Place: Yes
Paid Bereavement Leave: 2 days for
immediate family
Paid Holidays: 8 paid holidays annually
Employee Assistance Program:
Employer provided/covered
Referral Bonus Program: Cash bonus

Technical Glass
Products (TGP)
Kirkland, Wash.

J.E. Berkowitz L.P. employs 185 individuals at its facility in Pedricktown, N.J., and, according to human
resources manager Beverly Humenik,
the family-owned and -operated
company shows employees through
its benefits how much they appreciate these employees’ hard work.
“J.E. Berkowitz truly values its employees,” Humenik says. “They believe
in loyalty, integrity in the industry and
giving back to the community as well
as the employees. They invest in their
employees as well as the business itself.”
J.E. BERKOWITZ’S BENEFITS
Medical Health Coverage: Partially
employer paid
Dental Plan: Available but not
employer paid
Retirement Plan: 401K - Employer match
Long-Term Disability: Fully employer paid
Short-Term Disability: Available but not
employer paid
Life Insurance: Fully employer paid
Paid Vacation Time: 3-4 weeks
Sick/Personal Time: 7 days per year
Continuing Education Coverage:

Technical Glass Products (TGP) in
Snoqulamie, Wash., is always seeking to
improve itself and its employees, according to Janice Evans, director of
human resources, and that’s all just part
of the company’s drive to provide its
customers with the best service and
products.
“TGP is unique in its mindset of continuous improvement,” Evans says.
“Each new job provides us with an opportunity to innovate …”
For employees, that means that in addition to the benefits listed below, the
company encourages employee wellness through onsite fitness classes and
discount gym memberships, just as it
encourages community development
www.usglassmag.com
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through regular community service
opportunities.
“Employees have a strong sense of
pride in the work they do and know
how their contributions lend themselves to TGP’s success,” Evans says.
TGP’S BENEFITS
Medical Health Coverage: Fully
employer paid
Dental Plan: Available but not
employer paid
Retirement Plan: 401K - Employer match
Long-Term Disability: Fully employer paid
Short-Term Disability: Fully employer paid
Life Insurance: Fully employer paid
Paid Vacation Time: 2 weeks
Sick/Personal Time: 10 days per year
Continuing Education Coverage:
Partially employer paid
Medical Savings Plan: Flexible
spending plan
Maternity Plan: Unpaid, more than 8
weeks
Pay Increases: Provided periodically
based on merit
Profit Sharing Plan In Place: Yes
Paid Bereavement Leave: 3 days for
immediate family
Paid Holidays: 7 paid holidays annually
Employee Assistance Program:
Employer provided/covered
Referral Bonus Program: Cash bonus
Flex Time for Employees: Yes

YKK AP
Austell, Ga.
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Austell, Ga.-based YKK AP America
has 11 locations with more than 500
employees. Oliver Stepe, senior vice
president, says the company “offers its
team members a well-rounded experience and an opportunity for personal
challenge and growth over a lifetime,
not just a job.”
According to Stepe, “The company
philosophy weighs heavily on making
employees whole in the benefits plan.”
To accomplish this, the company keeps
a low ratio of employee contribution to
healthcare costs and aims to bear the
majority of costs for the programs. Employee wellness programs and employee-run wellness committees that
regularly hold events and promote wellness are one way the company helps to
protect its employees and bear those insurance costs.
In addition, Stepe says, the company
aims to support employees in their career growth through such tools as its internal job posting system and its “career
development programs” that provide a
defined path of development and promotion opportunities within prescribed disciplines such as field sales
and customer service roles.
Mark Richard, branch manager in Andover, Mass., adds that the company’s
local approach to doing business helps
foster loyalty among its employees. “It is
the type of company where ‘everyone
knows your name,’ whether you work in
Boston or Atlanta or Chicago,” he says.
“Even though we are an international
company, employees are not treated as
numbers.”
YKK AP’S BENEFITS
Medical Health Coverage: Partially
employer paid
Dental Plan: Partially employer paid
Retirement Plan: 401K - Employer match
Long-Term Disability: Fully employer paid
Short-Term Disability: Fully employer paid
Life Insurance: Fully employer paid
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Paid Vacation Time: 3-4 weeks
Sick/Personal Time: 5 days per year
Continuing Education Coverage:
Partially employer paid
Medical Savings Plan: Flexible
spending plan
Maternity Plan: Unpaid, more than 8
weeks
Pay Increases: Annually
Profit Sharing Plan In Place: Yes
Paid Bereavement Leave: 3 days for
immediate family
Paid Holidays: 10 paid holidays annually
Employee Assistance Program:
Employer provided/covered

TSI Corp.
Upper Marlboro, Md.

Glazing contractor TSI Corp. has one
location in Upper Marlboro, Md., that is
home to 105 employees. According to
Matt Gallagher, marketing manager, TSI
is a unique place to work in that it offers
the benefits of a larger corporation, while
creating the caring environment of a
family-owned company through such
perks as baseball tickets for employees.
“Victor Cornellier, the owner, and all
upper management are very involved in
all day-to-day activities. Many TSI employees have had long tenures here, giving the company the credibility of being
a special place to work,” Gallagher says.
continued on page 36
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TSI CORP.’S BENEFITS
Medical Health Coverage: Fully
employer paid
Dental Plan: Fully employer paid
Retirement Plan: 401K - Less than
100 percent
Long-Term Disability: Fully employer paid
Short-Term Disability: Fully employer paid
Life Insurance: Fully employer paid
Paid Vacation Time: Two weeks
Continuing Education Coverage:
Employer paid
Medical Savings Plan: Health savings
account
Maternity Plan: Employer paid, more
than 8 weeks
Pay Increases: Annually
Paid Bereavement Leave: 2 days for
immediate family
Paid Holidays: 6 paid holidays annually
Employee Assistance Program: For
employees only
Flex Time for Employees: Yes

1,001 AND MORE
EMPLOYEES
AGC Glass Co. North
America
Alpharetta, Ga.
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Alpharetta, Ga.-based AGC Glass
Co. has more than 3,400 employees in
30 locations. According to Alice Dickerson, marketing communications
manager for AGC, the company works
hard to create a culture that supports
strong customer and employee satisfaction. “AGC Way” training is provided with all employees globally to
achieve this culture, and to inspire a
commitment among associates to
contribute to the company’s management policy of “Customer Satisfaction, Safety, Operational Excellence”
every day.
“To say that AGC is a global leader,
but decidedly local in how we do
business is not just marketing fluff,”
Dickerson says. “We are a global
leader in the glass industry, yet our
executive leadership takes the time
to travel worldwide, not just to corporate offices. They visit individual
plants and meet with employees
face-to-face. In this same spirit our
operations support the business
needs of our customers specific to
each locality, and in a very personable manner.”
AGC’S BENEFITS
Medical Health Coverage: Partially
employer paid
Dental Plan: Partially employer paid
Retirement Plan: 401K - Employer
match
Long- and Short-Term Disability: Fully
employer paid
Life Insurance: Fully employer paid
Paid Vacation Time: 3-4 weeks
Sick/Personal Time: 6 days per
year
Medical Savings Plan: Flexible
spending plan
Pay Increases: Annually
Paid Holidays: 11 paid holidays
annually
Employee Assistance Program:
Employer provided/covered

Guardian Industries,
North American
Flat Glass
Auburn Hills, Mich.

The North American Flat Glass division of Guardian Industries in Auburn
Hills, Mich., has 2,800 employees at its 11
North America locations. Paul Landgraf,
director of human resources services for
Guardian Industries, says the company
strives to create a culture of integrity and
trust, accountability and responsibility,
value creation, customer focus, entrepreneurial spirit, respect and self-development; these ideals all make up the
company’s “Guardian Principles.”
In addition to this principled behavior,
the company works hard to reward employees through a number of means, including length of service awards,
recognition of plant milestones and
bonuses for productivity and safety. In addition, the company puts a big focus on
health and safety through a number of
bonus offerings. Landgraf notes that the
company holds annual company-wide
basketball, volleyball, golf and softball
tournaments; provides gym discounts or
onsite exercise equipment; and provides
over-and-above travel accident and accidental death and dismemberment insurance to many employees. In addition, the
company offers a best practice HealthGuard wellness plan that includes free annual physicals for employees and spouses,
as well as a $4 co-pay on prescriptions for
blood pressure, cholesterol and glucose;
www.usglassmag.com
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on-site Weight Watchers meetings; and cash
rewards for participation in Winners Circle
exercise program.
GUARDIAN’S BENEFITS
Medical Health Coverage: Partially
employer paid
Dental Plan: Partially employer paid
Retirement Plan: 401K - Employer match
Long-Term Disability: Available but not
employer paid
Short-Term Disability: Fully employer paid
Life Insurance: Fully employer paid
Paid Vacation Time: 3-4 weeks
Sick/Personal Time: 2 days per year
Continuing Education Coverage: Partially
employer paid
Maternity Plan: Employer paid, 5-6 weeks
Pay Increases: Annually
Paid Bereavement Leave: 3 days for
immediate family
Paid Holidays: 10 paid holidays annually
Employee Assistance Program: Employer
provided/covered
Referral Bonus Program: Cash bonus

Window Balances
Wood Window Jambliners

NSG Group
Toledo, Ohio

Architectural Hardware
Window Replacement Hardware
RV & Mobile Home Hardware
Window Glazing & Weatherstripping
Swing/Multipoint Door Hardware
Screen Door Hardware
Patio Door Hardware
Closet Door Hardware
Builders Hardware

NSG Group, based in the United States in
Toledo, Ohio, has approximately 1,500 employees at 14 locations. According to Kyle
Sword, the Lathrop, Calif., plant manager, the
company is a “very employee- and customer-focused organization.” Sword says
that the high employee satisfaction, as evicontinued on page 38
www.usglassmag.com

Shower Door Hardware
Cabinet Drawer Hardware

Call Today for Your FREE Catalog.

800-352-0800
Ask for June ext. 129

www.strybuc.com

Mailbox Locks
Toilet Partition Hardware
Commercial & Storefront Hardware
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BRAGGING

Rights
continued from page 37

denced through company surveys, is
driven by the fact that the globally owned
company is locally managed and that
employees are involved in making key

decisions that impact them.
“High levels of training are provided
at all levels of the company,” Sword
adds.“Succession planning, career pro-

gression and focused attention on highperforming employees all drive positive
relationships for employees with career
development and job satisfaction.”
He adds that this satisfaction is reflected in the fact that he sees very little
turnover within the group and that employees take proud ownership of their
jobs at NSG.
NSG’S BENEFITS
Medical Health Coverage: Partially
employer paid
Dental Plan: Partially employer paid
Retirement Plan: 401K - Employer
match
Long-Term Disability: Available but not
employer paid
Short-Term Disability: Available but not
employer paid
Life Insurance: Partially employer paid
Paid Vacation Time: 2 weeks
Continuing Education Coverage:
Partially employer paid
Medical Savings Plan: Flexible
spending plan
Maternity Plan: Employer paid, up to 4
weeks
Pay Increases: Annually
Profit Sharing Plan In Place: Yes
Paid Holidays: 10 paid holidays annually
Employee Assistance Program:
Employer provided/covered
Referral Bonus Program: Cash bonus
Flex Time for Employees: Yes ■

Next Year’s List
Not on the list?

Sign up today for the free
USGNN.com™ daily e-newsletter
by visiting www.usgnn.com,
and watch for announcements
about this and other surveys
throughout the year.
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CRITICAL
CONDITION
Impact-Resistant Glass Plays a Key

Role in Rebuilding Joplin’s Hospital

Photo: Mercy Hospital Joplin

by John Hollis

The St. John’s Regional Medical Center in Joplin, Mo., was destroyed following the May 22, 2011 tornado.
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Photos: Mercy Hospital Joplin

Product Information

The tornado that ravaged Joplin,
Missouri on May 22, 2011 destroyed
the St. John’s Regional Medical
Center while killing 158 people and
wounding 1,150 others.

eeping powerful winds out of any building structure is
one of the most important objectives when riding out
the storm—be it a hurricane or tornado. Failure to do
so could often mean the difference between life or death.
“Having windows that can withstand a storm and keep
out the winds is a huge deal,” says Gary Pulsipher, president of Mercy Hospital Joplin, formerly St. John’s in Joplin,
Mo. “Once you get those crazy winds inside a building, they
tear everything apart and send debris flying.”
It’s a bitter lesson learned all too well in Joplin. On May 22,
2011 the town was ravaged by a powerful tornado that killed
158 and wounded 1,150 others, ranking it as the deadliest
tornado to hit the U.S. in more than 60 years. Cutting a
swath of destruction across the city that reportedly totaled
nearly $3 billion, the mile-wide tornado destroyed the
town’s lone hospital, St. John’s Regional Medical Center.
The facility housed 183 patients at the time of the direct hit
from the powerful EF5 tornado, resulting in the deaths of five

K

www.usglassmag.com

of those patients and a visitor. Every window in the facility
was blown out and the top two floors were blown off entirely.
Never again, officials vow, as they rebuild the city and prepare the new Mercy Hospital Joplin to begin servicing the
city as of March 2015. Local residents are being treated at
other nearby hospitals in the meantime.
Joplin’s efforts to avoid a repeat of such a calamity were
not lost on officials from Moore, Okla., which was also devastated by a monster tornado on May 20, 2013. That twister
killed 23 people and injured 377 others with winds estimated
as high as 210 miles per hour (mph).
Moore officials have already begun speaking to their
counterparts in Joplin about similar building hardening
measures as they also begin the painful process of picking
up the pieces in their own town, but the talks are in the very
preliminary stages, according to a hospital spokesperson.
continued on page 42
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continued from page 41

The first round of glass is being installed at what will be the new Mercy Hospital Joplin. This glass is 90-mph rated with
a protective coating.

Building a New and Stronger Hospital

The new Mercy Hospital Joplin will boast a reinforced window system designed to protect patients from tornado winds
as high as 250 mph. Additional measures include reinforced
“safe zones” on every floor and the construction of the new
hospital’s roof from rubber membranes rather than concrete.
All of the measures are intended to make sure the facility can
better withstand Mother Nature’s fury and protect patients, visitors and employees in the event of another such storm.
The nearly $11 million spent by the hospital in upgrades is
likely prudent, given the city’s precarious location in “Tornado Alley.”
“That was a historic storm that taught us many lessons,”
says John Farnen, who is overseeing the building’s construction as executive director of strategic projects for Mercy.
But the key to avoiding a repeat of the tragedy of 2011 was
the hardening of the new facility’s 149 windows, according to
the Mercy officials. Des Moines, Iowa-based Architectural
Walls Systems (AWS) came up with the successful design
after several failed initial tries over a span of roughly six
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months, while Viracon fabricated the specialty glass.
Viracon officials would only confirm that the glass was
evergreen-tinted with a low-E coating.
“It was a huge learning curve for everybody involved,” says
Jake Drallmeier, a project engineer with McCarthy Building,
the general contractor in charge of the building’s construction, “but this is definitely something the people in Joplin are
going to hang their hats on. When people come to this hospital, they’re going to feel safe.”
When completed, the facility will have three different types
of windows with varying ranges of wind-resistance. The
most at-risk patients (those more difficult to evacuate
quickly in the intensive care, pediatric intensive care and
their adjacent patient rooms) will be surrounded by glass
that can withstand winds as high as 250 mph.
Cycle-pressured several times, Drallmeier explains that the
windows were vetted in a Minnesota warehouse by the York,
Pa.-based firm of Architectural Testing Inc. Technicians shot
continued on page 44
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A wrecked emergency helicopter sits outside the St. John’s Regional Medical Center in Joplin, Mo., following the May
22, 2011 tornado that ravaged the city.

First Responders: Good Suppliers
Keep Emergency Repairers Moving

Glass shops are often on the frontlines helping people
after a natural disaster turns windows and storefronts to
many tiny pebbles of broken tempered glass. But how do
glass shops in some of the country’s most vulnerable areas,
from Tornado Alley to the coastal hurricane zones, protect
their wares from such disasters so that they themselves are
ready for the uptick in business that’s likely to come?
There’s no secret to storing inventory, according to Danny
Sullivan, owner of City Glass in Oklahoma City. He says it’s
all in the supplier.
“Now [inventory] is available anytime we need it. In the old
days we’d keep stuff on-hand, because we’d order things
from 200 or 300 miles away, but now everything’s available
here,” Sullivan says. “Maybe we got a little short of singlestrength or double-strength glass [after the] last hailstorm,
but we caught up quickly. We don’t have any inventory problems; everything’s restocked overnight. In this area, we’ve
got some pretty good suppliers.”
Today, Sullivan’s glass shop keeps much of its available inventory in cases or stacked on modern racks within the
15,000-square-foot store.
It’s a good thing product is easy to come by, too, since City
Glass is being inundated with job requests following a series
of deadly tornadoes that struck the metro area in late May
and early June.
“It’s been quite an exciting spring,” Sullivan says solemnly.
“Work has just really started picking up on stuff that’s happened well over a month ago. They’ve been waiting for the
insurance money, maybe?”
He adds, “I bet this is going to last until Christmas—the last one
did. Our last bad hailstorm lasted from summer until Christmas.”
www.usglassmag.com

Sullivan says it’s not keeping inventory in good shape that
plagues his region’s glass shops, it’s the never-ending disaster of
trying to find good help. “We have too much to do and not enough
qualified glaziers,” he says. “Good help is hard to come by.”
Glass USA in Broward County, Fla., also specializes in providing emergency services for other businesses, but when
the emergency hits its property, there’s not much the company can do to protect its extensive stock of glass besides
battening the hatches and weathering the storm.
“We don’t take any special precautions to save any of the
glass,” says Scott Sorenson, owner of Glass USA. “Everything’s kept inside. We do different things like park the vans
a little bit closer to the garage door so they don’t blow in and
we board up our own place, things like that.”
Sorenson also feels that the best preparation for a natural
disaster is to keep your suppliers close. “Most of our suppliers are local. A lot of them closed up when the recession hit,
but we still have them here,” he says.
One might say the glass shop’s motto is keep your suppliers close—and cut off those competitors when they try to get
even closer.
“We’re one of the glass shops that is usually heavily
stocked and so some of the smaller glass shops come and
use us like a mini warehouse sometimes,” Sorenson says.
“They come over and try to get glass from us. The problem
there is that there’s such a demand for the glass after a
storm that we have to sometimes cut them off, because they
use up our supply.”
For companies looking to help others weather the storm,
the key seems to be finding dependable local suppliers and
building lasting relationships with those companies. ■
—Megan Headley
August 2013 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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continued from page 42

the windows with 15-pound, 2-by-4 wooden missiles at 100
mph, duplicating how fast debris typically flies during a 250mph tornado.
“It’s kind of hard to imagine,” says Tyler Millard, project manager for AWS.“It’s quite impressive to see something like that in
person and understand what it takes to stop something like that.”
Other sections of the hospital will include lites of 140mph-tested, laminated glass for all patient rooms and a typical laminated safety glass for others that can withstand
winds as high as 90 mph.
Millard declined to go into the project’s glass specifics, citing proprietary concerns, but said AWS was extremely proud
of its role in helping the Joplin medical community safely
get back on its feet.
“It’s definitely something that has been an interesting
process,” he says.“It’ll be nice to say when it’s all done that we
played a big part. Hopefully, it will never have to come into

On the Safe Side: Safe Rooms
Don’t Have to be Windowless

Impact window fabricators have had a hard road in recent years in educating the marketplace that a safe room
isn’t only safe when there is no glass connecting frightened
occupants to the natural disaster storming outside. Today,
options do exist for tornado-rated windows, and more designers are beginning to take a serious look at incorporating safe room standards into the sunlit rooms being used
on a daily basis.
“We remind designers and owners that people want to
have vision to the exterior during a storm and understand
what is happening [so they can] see when the ‘coast is clear,”
says Kurtis Suellentrop, technical sales manager for Winco
Window Co. in St. Louis, of his company’s strategy for correcting this “windowless safe room” misconception. He adds,
“Being based in St. Louis, at the eastern edge of ‘Tornado
Alley,’ employees at Winco Window Co. know all too well how
terrifying it is to be in a dark basement and have no reference to what is going on outside.”
According to Gerry Sagerman, business development manager for Insulgard Security Products in Brighton, Mich., more
designers are asking for these tornado-rated products themselves. “We were getting a lot of calls from architects,” he
says. Sagerman attributes part of this to toughened legislation bringing tornado-ratings to the forefront of people’s
minds. For example, “In Alabama they’ve passed legislation
that every new school or any addition to a school has to have
a safe room in it. I think the architects are looking at this and
saying ‘I don’t want to build a vault that they use once or
twice a year.’”
He attributes other calls to the ever increasing exposure
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use, but, if it does, it will perform.”
McCarthy officials expect the glass and glazing portion of
the hospital’s construction to be completed by November.
Kevin Muchow, the McCarthy Building superintendent,
says he sees a trend toward this technology, especially in the
country’s midsection where killer tornadoes have long been
a daily threat to life.
“This is cutting edge,” he says. “They have hurricane windows, but they don’t have tornado windows. They could be
the difference between life and death.” ■
J o h n H o l l i s is the assistant editor of
USGlass magazine. Read his blog at
http://newguy.usglassmag.com/ and
connect with him on Linked in.

designers are getting to safe, window-filled facilities.
“It’s funny,” he says, “but the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) puts out a training session on how to build
safe rooms; they talk about the roof structure, they talk about
the walls and what they need to do to meet FEMA requirements
to make sure that building is still standing should a tornado
come. One of the last slides in their presentation is a picture of
a beautiful building with these windows and the [instructors]
ask, ‘Where do you think the safe room in this building is?’ People look at it and guess the basement or the interior corridor.
And [the instructor] explains, ‘No, it’s the whole building.’” Suddenly, the light bulb goes on that tornado safe rooms can have
natural daylighting.
The project featured in that FEMA presentation, the Robert
J. Curry Public Safety Center in Gulfport, Miss., was one of Insulgard’s first efforts to incorporate windows into a safe room
facility. “It’s the sheriff’s department, the courthouse and
everything,” Sagerman says, describing the emergency response facility. The original building was destroyed by Hurricane Katrina, and the resulting new center fully meets
requirements for a safe room, able to withstand both hurricanes and tornados. “If a tornado hits, that’s where they
would do all of their emergency response from,” Sagerman
says. “After a tornado or a hurricane, they have to be up and
running. All of the computers have to be up and running, have
power, etc.” According to Sagerman, it is here with emergency response buildings that tornado-rated projects really
began three to four years ago.
Winco, too, has fabricated tornado-rated products for shelters throughout the country. “Many of them are ‘shelter-inplace’ facilities that can withstand anything that Mother
Nature can throw at them while comfortably housing first rewww.usglassmag.com
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Safe rooms do not have to be windowless bunkers. There are options for tornado and impact-rated windows that can
be used in these applications.

sponders, vehicles and rations for several days,” Suellentrop
says. He offers another example: “The Pinellas County Public Works Emergency Center in Florida is a beautiful, energyefficient, LEED-rated facility that can sustain three shifts of
50 people for up to seven days without outside supplies.”
Since the early construction of these super-strong emergency facilities, however, the interest in window-filled, tornado-rated safe rooms has spread, touching on schools and
hospitals in particular. Sagerman is working with a hospital in
Alabama to harden the glass in critical care areas. “If someone’s hooked up to all of these different machines—and you
literally have three to five minutes before that tornado hits—
trying to get all of those critical care patients [to a safe room]
is really impossible. So they’re looking at securing some of
the critical care areas so those areas can be the safe rooms
where you can bring more mobile patients, as opposed to
having to move those critical patients somewhere else.”
He adds, “Now we’re seeing more with the schools where
they want to make a gymnasium or a classroom where they
want to let natural light into it, but they also want to be able
to use it for a shelter.”
Further exposure for these products likely will come with
the release of the updated ICC 500, Standard for the Dewww.usglassmag.com

sign and Construction of Storm Shelters. Updates to the
2105 edition of the standard currently are underway. Sullentrop reports that more designers already are incorporating into their tornado-rated designs the relatively
recently released guidelines from the American Architectural Manufacturers Association. “Historically, we have
seen specifications referencing FEMA 361 Design and Construction Guidance for Community Safe Rooms and FEMA
320 Taking Shelter From the Storm: Building a Safe Room
For Your Home or Small Business. However, we have most
recently seen projects specifying AAMA 512-11 Voluntary
Specifications for Tornado Hazard Mitigating Fenestration
Products, which pulls from several other test standards utilizing an impact 15-pound missile launched at 100 miles
per hour,” he says.
As standards evolve, projects are completed and tornados
continue to wreak havoc, more designers will come to realize
that they have a number of options in incorporating the benefits of natural daylight into the most secure spaces.
“You don’t want to have a large building where everybody
works every day of the year and can have no window,” Sagerman points out. “It just doesn’t make a lot of sense.” ■
—Megan Headley
August 2013 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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The
Break
Down
Editor’s note: The following article is
adapted from the Glass Association of
North America’s Glass Informational
Bulletin (GIB) titled Dynamic Glass for
High Performance Building. The GIB is
available to GANA members for free and
to non-members for a small fee. Visit
www.glasswebsite.com to learn more.

T

he exterior environment of a
building envelope is subject to
ever-changing environmental
conditions such as wind, humidity,
rain, sun and ambient temperature.
One of the most significant influences
on the building envelope design is the
sun. The sun is composed of ultraviolet
(UV), visible and infrared light that is
dynamic and constantly changing relative to the building. Designs that do
not take the sun’s influence into account can subject building occupants
to conditions such as uncomfortable
glare, solar heat gain, variable temperatures and the early decay of fabrics,
and surfaces that fade over time.
A dynamic glazing product is a fenestration product that has the fully reversible
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ability to change its optical performance
properties, such as visible light and near
infrared transmission and solar heat gain
coefficient. These properties can be
changed in different ways; some change in
response to electrical stimuli, others
change in response to absorbed sunlight,
and some respond to ambient temperature. The ability to modulate these properties provides for a building envelope that
adapts to the outside environmental conditions (or user requirements) and provides higher energy performance by
capturing useful daylight while controlling
glare and unwanted solar heat gain.
Types of Dynamic Glazing
Electrochromic (EC) Glazing

An electrical stimulus is used to
change the visible light transmission
(VT) and solar heat gain coefficient
(SHGC) of electrochromic glazings.
Tinting occurs with the application of a
low voltage DC (<5V) current, which
causes lithium ions to move from an
ion-storage layer through an ion-conducting layer, into an electrochromic
layer. The presence of ions causes this
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Defining and
Describing
Dynamic
Glazing
for HighPerformance
Buildings
electrochromic layer to absorb visible
light, in proportion to the number of
ions transferred, thus making the glass
appear tinted. This glazing can be
switched from a highly transparent
state to a highly tinted state stopping
anywhere in between.
EC glazing can be configured to respond to manual control through a
simple switch on the wall, or can be
controlled automatically using, for example, sensors (e.g. for light, temperature, occupancy), or by time of day with
manual override as necessary. The VT
range for EC glazing can range from 3
to 62 percent and the SHGC can range
from 0.09 to 0.48 in a dual-pane insulating glass unit.
EC glazing can be produced in dualglazed insulating glass units as well as
triple-glazed units to provide good
thermal insulation performance or
used as part of a laminated construction for safety. The SHGC and VT can be
varied to let as much light and heat into
a building as desired based on environmental conditions such as glare, daylight levels or temperature and the
www.usglassmag.com
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needs of the building occupants, without loss of view to the outside.
There are two main configurations
for EC glazing: all ceramic monolithic
or organic laminated.
All ceramic monolithic glazing is
made by depositing a series of very thin
coatings on glass, generally using large
area sputter (vacuum deposition) coating, the same process which is used to
make millions of square feet of low-E
coatings annually. All layers in the coating are applied to one lite of glass and
all materials are durable ceramic, inorganic materials. The resulting coated
lite is fabricated like low-E coated glass
into insulating glass units which fit into
fenestration framing systems. The
monolithic coating stack also has low-E
properties, so additional low-E coatings
are not generally required in the finished insulating glass unit.
With organic laminated glazings,
some of the layers are applied to one lite
of glass and some to a second lite, which
are then laminated together in a nonstructural laminate. In these products
the laminating material is a polymer ion
conductor and forms part of the functionality of the EC. This laminated unit
can be made into an insulating glass
unit incorporating a low-E coating
added for insulation performance.
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Photochromic
–Electrochromic Hybrid

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories (LBNL) and others have conducted research on a UV-activated
photochromic glazing that is electrically reversible. Currently there are no
cost-effective, large, durable, hybrid
photochromic products on the market
for architectural glazing applications.
Polymer Dispersed Liquid
Crystal (PDLC) Glazing

This glazing is made by encapsulating
a liquid-like layer in which organic particles are suspended between two sheets of
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) plastic,
coated with a transparent conducting
oxide, then laminated between two lites
of glass using two adhesive layers. Liquid
crystal technology has been used for
more than 20 years as privacy glazing because it transitions from an opaque to
transparent state. When power is off, the
liquid crystals are in a random and unaligned state. They scatter light, which
makes the glass appear translucent, thus
obscuring direct views and providing
privacy. When the voltage is applied the
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crystals align, allowing light to pass
through and thus appearing transparent.
The light transmission and the solar
heat gain coefficient are not modulated
in this product (the light is scattered, not
blocked), so it provides little energy or
glare control performance. As a result,
this type of dynamic glazing is used most
often for privacy in interior applications,
such as bathrooms, conference rooms,
and changing rooms in retail stores.
Sunlight-Activated Glazing

This type of dynamic glazing
changes its VT and SHGC properties
based on absorbed sunlight. These
products continuously change their tint
level based on the amount of the sun’s
energy incident to the window.
A sunlight-activated glazing is constructed with an extruded thermochromic polyvinyl butyral (PVB) film
utilizing existing PVB film lamination
equipment used worldwide. Additives in
the film respond to increasing temperature to slowly vary the VT and SHGC, as
well as fading factors when laminated becontinued on page 48

Photochromic Glazing

Photochromic materials change their
transparency in response to UV light.
This glazing can be glass with integral
photochromic compounds or a photochromic film that is laminated between or applied to glass. The main
application of photochromic materials
is in eyeglasses that change from clear
in the dim indoor light to dark in the
bright outdoors. Currently there are no
cost-effective, large, durable photochromic products on the market for
architectural glazing applications.
www.usglassmag.com

Slated for release in 2014, the RavenWindow from RavenBrick will incorporate
thermochromic technology, allowing free solar heat into a building when
desired and transitioned into a tined state.
August 2013 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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The Break Down
continued from page 47

LC Privacy Glass from Innovative Glass Corp. is an electrically activated privacy product, that allows users to instantly
switch the glass from clear to frosted white for privacy.

tween two lites of glass and exposed to the
sun. The change in glass characteristics is
based on the directness of the sunlight on
the window and thus responds based on
sun angle. The absorbed sunlight warms
the glass and causes the change in light
transmission (proportional to the temperature), the warmer the window gets
the darker it gets, the cooler the window
gets, the more transparent it gets. In an insulating glass unit with a double silver
low-E, for good thermal performance, the
VT ranges from 60 percent down to less
than 10 percent based on absorbed sunlight and window construction. Tinted
glass can be used on the outboard of an
insulating glass unit. The outboard lite of
the laminated unit can be tinted. Tinted
glass and a variety of low-E coatings can
be used in this laminated glass product.
Suspended Particle
Device (SPD) Glazing

In a similar way to PDLC glazings,
SPD’s are constructed utilizing two electrically conductive coated plastic layers
with an emulsion containing suspended
particles placed between the plastic layers
forming a film or sheet. This is then laminated between two lites of glass utilizing
two adhesive interlayers, one on either
side of the plastic-film. SPDs are electronically controlled to provide variable
tinting. When a voltage (~80V) is applied
to the SPD, the suspended particles align
and allow light to flow through unhindered (the clear state). Once the electricity is turned off, the particles revert to a
random pattern and block light (the
tinted state). SPD can be in the form of a
monolithic glass-plastic laminate or this
laminate can be incorporated into insu-
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lating glass units with the addition of a
low-E glass for improved insulation value.
Thermotropic Glazing

This type is constructed with the active thermal component between lites of
glass or plastic. If it is between plastic, it
then has an adhesive applied to the glass.
If it is between two lites of glass it can be
a monolithic laminate or combined into
an insulating glass unit. There are three
types of thermotropic glazing: reflective,
absorbing and light scattering. The visible light transmission of a thermotropic
glazing changes when the ambient temperature exceeds a fixed activating temperature set point. The VT changes from
a highly transparent state to a tinted reflective or light scattering state (depending on the type) when this temperature
threshold is exceeded.
Benefits of Dynamic Glazing
Energy Savings

The US Department of Energy (DOE)
states that dynamic solar control on the
building envelope is a critical component in achieving net zero commercial
buildings. In combination with two
other key façade related technologies,
low U-factor fenestration (to reduce
thermal energy losses), and addressable,
dimmable lighting controls, an integrated solution can be provided to maximize energy efficiency and provide a
clear path to achieving net zero1.
The Windows and Daylighting Group at
LBNL has studied the performance of
electrochromic glass. Its studies have
shown that electrochromic windows can
save up to 60 percent of daily lighting energy and predicted that commercial build-

ings relying on electrochromic window
systems could save up to 28 percent in energy costs when compared to buildings
with static, spectrally selective, low-E windows2. Additional studies by LBNL3 show
that electrochromic glass can help achieve:
• 10-20 percent operating cost savings;
• 15-24 percent peak demand reduction; and
• Up to 25 percent decrease in HVAC
system size.
Human Factors

Natural daylight through glass benefits peoples’ health and well-being. However, glazing can also cause thermal and
visual discomfort. Indeed, interior building temperature is a primary occupant
complaint. Perimeter offices have a tendency to be cold in the winter and hot in
the summer. In addition, occupants may
be affected by significant glare on their
computer screens. Dynamic glazing can
improve thermal and visual comfort significantly while preserving the view and
connection to the outside. Studies4 have
shown productivity increasing by 0.5-5
percent annually with increased daylight
and better control of office temperatures.
Privacy

Because they do not become opaque,
these glazing products do not provide
complete privacy. However, they do give
some measure of it in that the more
tinted the glass is, the harder it is to see
through from the exterior of the building. It should be understood that, when
light levels are substantially higher on
one side of the dynamic glazing than
the other side, one will still be able to
see through them. PDLC glazing is the
www.usglassmag.com
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only switchable glazing that provides
strict privacy by switching from clear
to opaque, by scattering the light, but it
does not provide light and heat attenuation. Dynamic glazing for use on the
building envelope generally switches
from a highly transparent state to a
more tinted state, preserving a clear
view to the outside.
For additional information on dynamic glazing, please visit the LBNL
website at http://windows.lbl.gov/.
1 Arasteh, D., Selkowitz, S., Apte, J., LaFrance,
M., Zero Energy Windows, Proceedings of the
2006 ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency
in Buildings, August 13-18, 2006. LBNL report
number 60049
2 Lee, E., Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), IEA Task 31/45, Daylighting/Lighting
Seminar on Research and Practice, Pacific Energy Center, San Francisco, April 21, 2005
3 http://windows.lbl.gov/
4 http://www.iaqscience.lbl.gov/performance

GLASS E X P O
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Centrally Located, Sessions for Success, One Spooktacular Date

October 31-November 1, 2013

Renaissance Schaumburg Convention Center Hotel
Chicago (Schaumburg), IL

Co-sponsored by the Illinois Glazing Association, the Indiana, Ohio, Minnesota and Wisconsin Glass Associations,
Detroit Glass Dealers Association, the Association of Glazing Contractors and USGlass, DWM and WINDOW FILM magazines.

Booth spaces are still available
contact tczar@glass.com to secure your location!

540/720-5584 • www.usglassmag.com/gems
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Dyno-Mite!
Spotlight on the Latest Developments in Dynamic Glass Products

ynamic glazing products have come a long way, becoming increasingly available from a number of companies. As a result, many of these materials quickly
make their way into the marketable mainstream—particularly
given the ever-growing desire to not only reduce energy costs,
but to simply be comfortable inside by the windows. Here’s a
look at what some companies are offering.

D

polymer dispersed liquid crystal glazing
Here’s an App for That
Switchable glass and film products from Glass Apps in Culver City, Calif., incorporate Polymer Dispersed Liquid Chrystal
technology. According to the company, with these products,
without an electric current, crystals are scattered, rendering
the glass opaque. When electricity is applied, the crystals line
up, making the glass clear.

The company announced it has added SuperClear to its
product line up, which, in its transparent state, provides a
haze factor of 2.7.
Additionally, Glass Apps is now UL listed.
❙❙➤ www.glass-apps.com
sunlight-activated glass
Get Smart

Innovative
Glass
Corp. offers SolarSmart, a self-tinting,
high-performance glass
that automatically darkens in the presence of
direct sunlight to block
heat, glare and damaging ultraviolet light. According to the company, SolarSmart is 100-percent solar
activated--powered and controlled by the sun—so it does not
require wires, electronics, external power or user involvement.
The glass contains a proprietary Suntuitive interlayer (see Passively Adaptive to the right) that responds to the heat and
warmth of the sun.
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According to the company, the product has passed NREL’s
durability and exposure tests and also meets ASTM E214106 standards for long-term, maintenance-free performance.
SolarSmart can contribute to LEED credits in more than six
categories and can be used in a variety of applications.
❙❙➤ www.innovativeglasscorp.com
Made in the Shade
New
Visual
Media Group in
Eatontown,
N.J.,
has
introduced
what company officials call a radically
new dynamic window technology—so
new it’s not yet defined in GANA’s dynamic glazing GIB. Elliott Schlam, company director, explains
the technology incorporates a physical polymer shade in-between the glass lites in the IGU, and says it is best described
as an electropolymeric dynamic shade.
According to the company the new window comprises a
thin polymer foil that functions as an internal electronic window shade with no core, motor or other accessory installed
between the glass. It is rolled up into a tight coil and adhered
to an inside surface of a standard insulating glazing unit.
When a voltage is applied the shade extends, covering the
window and when the voltage is removed, the shade retracts
out of sight. The polymer foil is coated with infrared rejecting
ink of any color, pattern or optical density making it designer
friendly as well as energy efficient and appropriate for daylighting. The shade may be installed at any standard insulating glass fabrication facility, according to the company.
❙❙➤ www.newvisualmediagroup.com
sunlight-activated glazing
Passively Adaptive
The Suntuitive interlayer by Pleotint LLC based in Jenison,
Mich., is a commercially available window interlayer for laminated glass that gradually darkens in response to rising temperatures caused by direct sunlight, then cools as the sun
moves across the sky, returning to a clear, neutral state in
cloudy or dark environmental conditions.
According to the company, because of its ability to passively adapt to direct sunlight, the Suntuitive interlayer can
optimize indoor comfort, views and daylighting, while blocking heat generated from sunlight, glare, and ultraviolet light
without obtrusive window shades or other sun-blocking devices. When paired with low-E glass in an insulating glass
www.usglassmag.com
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unit, the interlayer can help reduce heating-, cooling-, and
lighting-related energy costs.
It requires no electrical or mechanical intervention and installation is the same as with other window systems.
❙❙➤ www.pleotint.com
electrochromic glass
Tint On, Tint Off
SageGlass® from Sage
Electrochromics in Faribault, Minn., is electronically
tintable glass that can be
tinted or cleared to optimize daylight and improve
the human experience in
buildings. According to the
company, SageGlass manages the sunlight and heat
that enter a building, significantly reducing energy
consumption while improving interior comfort and
well-being for occupants.
The glass is designed to
control the sunlight and
heat and can reduce a
building’s cooling load by
20 percent and HVAC requirements up to 30 percent, according to the company. SageGlass allows users to control
sunlight and glare without shades or blinds while maintaining the view and connection to the outdoors. It can
change the visible light transmission and solar heat gain in
a room at the push of a button or automatically via a building automation system.
❙❙➤ www.sageglass.com
www.usglassmag.com
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A New View
View Glass offers dynamic glass that, according to the
company, leverages expertise in the semiconductor, thin-film
solar and flat panel display industries, marrying it with glass
processing to produce sizes up to 5- by-10 feet.
The company offers electronically controllable glass that transitions between clear
and variable tint states
in response to the external environment or user
preferences. The glass
provides control over
heat and glare, improved
occupant comfort, increased daylighting and
enables continuously
unobstructed
views
throughout the year
while achieving savings
in energy consumption.
In addition, the company has developed an intelligent control system that allows
the glass to predictively adapt to the environment as well as
user preferences. This system can also be controlled with a
wall switch or a predictive, integrated building management
system, according to the company.
❙❙➤ www.viewglass.com
sunlight-activated glass
New Openings
The RavenWindow from Ravenbrick in Denver, slated to
be available in the first quarter of 2014, is a thermochromic
dynamic window technology that allows free solar heat into
a building when desired and then transitions to a tinted
state and blocks it when it
is not desired.
According to the company, RavenWindow is adhered inside an insulating
glass unit so there are no
increased installation costs
and the payback period is
four years and dropping
based on savings from
heating and air conditioning. The window can also
provide increased occupant
comfort, ultraviolet control
and glare mitigation.
❙❙➤ www.ravenbrick.com ■
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ShowCase
window film

Solar Gards the
Next Generation

Solar Gard has launched its new
Ecolux 70 low-E window film. According to the company, Ecolux combines low-E coating with solar
control properties to help keep heat
out in summer, even when the sun
goes down, and to help reflect heat
back into a room to keep it warm in
winter.
Ecolux 70 low-E also has a high visible light transmission to maximize natural light and allow for a clear view,
according to the company.

❙❙➤ www.solargard.com

machinery

Close to the Edge

The new Bovone ELB 14/45, available through Salem Distributing, is a
14,770 pound 14-cup type wheel edger designed to simultaneously produce
precision flat edges, miters and arrises in a single pass. The flat edge and
miters can be polished with cerium oxide and felt wheels or with cerium filled
composition wheels, according to the company.

The ELB 14/45 is equipped with a programmable logic control that features
a touch screen interface for accurate operation. Wheel set-up from job-to-job
is adjusted by data entered from the touch screen interface or recalled from
a memory of up to 1,000 settings.
As with all Bovone machines, the machine’s base as well as other critical
structural components of the 14/45 is constructed from cast iron, which provides a high level of vibration damping, rust resistance and rigidity to provide
the platform necessary for high-speed processing of high-quality edge finishes,
according to the company.
The edger also has a diamond spindle motor. This is a 70-pound direct-drive
powerhouse that yields a stable diamond wheel to glass surface interface necessary for high-speed processing of high-quality edge finishes.
The Bovone track system is capable of gripping glass as small as a 1-inch
cube up to a 2,000 pound lite.
❙❙➤ www.salemdist.com
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computer modeling

See It In 3D

Vetrotech Saint-Gobain, a manufacturer of fire-rated glass and framing
systems, announced the availability of
an improved and expanded selection
of Autodesk Revit models. The datarich, intelligent 3-D models comply
with the Revit Model Content Style
Guide version 2.1.
The new Building Information Model
files for Vetrotech’s fire-rated glass, window, door and framing systems are
available online.

❙❙➤ www.vetrotechUSA.com
❙❙➤ http://seek.autodesk.com

machinery

A Rock and a Hard Place

Neptun, represented in the U.S. by
Matodi USA, introduced the Rock 1445, a 14-spindle mitering machine.
According to the company, the new
line has the ability to both miter and
edge at the same time, and can also be
fitted for its Edge to Shape system, allowing CNC precision from a straight
line edger. In addition, the Rock series
of edgers utilizes the latest developments in track design, while retaining
the heavy duty frame and design, according to the company.

Available options include extended
length conveyers, as well as extended
height racks, and an option of independent motorization of the inlet conveyer for
easy loading of large or heavy glass.

❙❙➤ www.neptunglass.com
❙❙➤ www.matodiusa.com ■
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International trade show for
machinery, equipment and
systems for flat and hollow glass,
glass and finished products
for the industry

Every two years the date with Vitrum returns and is revitalized. A remarkable opportunity to sharpen
the focus and vision of glass industry professionals, but also, to move beyond the present, to project
this perspective toward a future that intensifies every day with promising potential. Companies,
products and cutting edge strategies will once again be the unrivalled stars, but not the only ones.
In counterpoint to the productive and sales themes will be an event that will waft along on the
aroma of good taste launched by Vitrum Gourmet Festival. It promises to be a truly special event,
successfully promoting, once again, not only the culture of glass but also the exquisite taste of Italy.

18TH SHOW

Segreteria Generale
Via Petitti, 16 - 20149 Milano Italy
Tel. +39-02.33006099
Fax +39-02.33005630
www.vitrum-milano.it
e-mail: vitrum@vitrum-milano.it
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NewsMakers
promotions

Wausau Window and Wall Systems
promoted Bob Daniel
from senior estimator for
engineered sales to regional sales manager.
Daniel’s responsibilities
include guiding the company’s architectural sales
representative serving Bob Daniel
Arkansas,
Missouri,
Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia, Pennsylvania,
southern New Jersey and northern
Delaware.
Daniel’s 30-year-career in commercial window systems includes 18 years
in estimating, sales and account management at Wausau. In his new role he

appointments

will continue to work closely with
building owners, architects, general
contractors and glazing contractors.
Daniel is trained in lean manufacturing principles, earned a Green Belt
in Six Sigma and graduated from Wisconsin’s Northcentral Technical College
with a degree in architectural design.

board elections

Apogee Enterprises of Minneapolis
announced the election of Donald
Nolan, 52, president of the Avery
Dennison Corp. Materials Group, as a
new director.
Prior to joining Avery Dennison in
2008, Nolan served as senior vice president of global packaging and automotive coatings for Valspar Corp. He also
previously worked at Loctite Corp.,
Ashland Chemical Co. and General

The board of directors for Quanex Building Products Corp.
elected William C. Griffiths, 61, as chairman, president and CEO.
He succeeds David D. Petratis who resigned to accept the position as president and CEO of Allegion, the $2 billion security company to be created upon its separation from Ingersoll Rand.
Griffiths has served on the Quanex board since 2009 and most
recently was the managing director and member of the board of
directors of Sealine International Ltd., a privately held manufac- William
turer of motor yachts based in the United Kingdom. Prior to join- Griffiths
ing Sealine, he served as chairman of the board, president and
CEO of Champion Enterprises Inc., a producer of modular and manufactured
housing, and president – Fluid Systems Division of SPX Corp., a global multi-industry company.
Quanex also appointed Dewayne Williams and Martin P. Ketelaar as corporate
officers.
Williams was appointed vice president and corporate controller and will be responsible for all internal and external financial accounting and reporting functions. He previously served as vice president, corporate controller, chief
accounting officer and assistant treasurer for Complete Production Services Inc.
He received his bachelor’s degree in accounting from the University of Houston
and holds a Certified Public Accountant designation.
Ketelaar, who joined Quanex in September 2012 as vice president/ investor relations and corporate communications, has been appointed treasurer of the company, where he will be responsible for all banking, cash management and risk
management functions in addition to his current duties. Prior to that he was vice
president/investor relations and assistant treasurer at the ServiceMaster Company. He received his bachelor’s degree in finance from the University of Iowa
and his master’s degree in business administration from Drake University and
holds a Certified Public Accountant designation.
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Electric Co.
He will serve on the Apogee board of
directors committee and is a Class I director who will stand for re-election at the
2014 annual meeting. With his addition,
the Apogee board now has ten members.

new hires

YKK AP America has hired Steve
Schohan as its marketing and communications manager. He has more
than 25 years of experience in the retail,
construction,
h om e - i mprove m e nt
and consumer products
industries.
Prior to joining YKK
AP America he served as
the vice president of QEP,
a company involved with Steve
the manufacturing, mar- Schohan
keting and distribution
of a comprehensive line of specialty
tools and flooring related products. He
also worked with the Dow Chemical
Company for more than 14 years.
Schohan earned a liberal arts degree
from Mt. San Antonio College in Walnut, Calif.
Mappi North America has hired
Joseph J. Santelli to sell its tempering
furnaces and laminating equipment
for the United States and Canada, excluding the far western regions of both
countries.
Santelli previously sold tempering
equipment for 15 years before starting
his own tempering operation, according to a company release.
Galaxy Glass and Stone in Fairfield,
N.J., announced that Lynda Portelli
has joined the company as director of
marketing. In this newly-created position, Portelli will oversee all marketing
and public relations campaigns for the
company, as well as assist with sales
and product development.
Portelli holds a bachelor’s degree in
marketing and an associate’s degree in
fashion buying and merchandising
www.usglassmag.com
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from the Fashion Institute of Technology in New York.
Norm Hollander has been appointed
to the newly-created position of New
York account executive for the Milwaukee-based Wagner Companies. Based
out of Long Island, Hollander comes to
Wagner with more than 30 years of sales
experience in metal industries.
He holds a bachelor’s degree in business administration from The Ohio
State University and an MBA from
Northeastern University in Boston.
John Priebe has joined Walker, Mich.based Tubelite as an architectural representative who will serve clients in South
Central states.A fourth-generation glazier
with more than three decades of experience in the shop and in the field, Priebe
most recently served as general manager

www.usglassmag.com
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for Harmon Inc.’s Cleveland office.
He eventually also served as director of
service and special projects for Harmon’s
clients in Florida and throughout the U.S.,
and was with the company for 13 years.
Serban Cornicioiu has joined the
Salem Distributing team of employeeowners, as a regional account manager
for the New York, New
Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania areas. He will be
responsible for growing
and maintaining Salem’s
glass fabricating equipment and consumables
sales and support.
Serban
He combines a master’s Cornicioiu
degree in engineering with
more than 15 years’ experience in industrial sales, and served most recently as the
director of sales at Stone Age NYC.
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Winchester Industries, based in
Saltsburg, Pa., hired Henry “Chip”
Schildmeier, as its new national
sales manager. The company says
that Schildmeier’s 23 years of window sales experience makes him
vital to its growing exclusive dealer
sales program.

obituaries

Michael McAskin, 62, of Farmington Hills, Mich., died suddenly on
March 20. He is known for Glass and
Metal Distributors, which he opened
in 1985, and Great Lakes Glass Distributors. He is survived by his wife of
42 years, Patricia, as well as children,
including Katie, Courtney, Patrick, Jim
and John Angus. His siblings include
Kathy Luyben, Thomas, Gordie and
Colleen. He was a grandfather of
nine. ■
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[datebook]

Reviews&Previews
Vitrum 2013:
Registration Opens
isitor online registration is now open for Vitrum
2013, the 18th International Trade Show Specialized in Machinery, Equipment and Systems for
Flat and Hollow Glass, Glass and Finished Products for
Industry. The event is set for October 23-26 in Milan.
To register, visit the show website at www.vitrimmilano.com.

V

Glass TEXpo™ 2014 Scheduled
for April 10-11, 2014

Glass TEXpo 2014 will be held April 10-11 in San Antonio. The event, co-sponsored by the Texas Glass Association, USGlass magazine, usgnn.com™ and Window
Film magazine, will be held at the Crowne Plaza San Antonio Riverwalk.
❙❙➤ www.usglassmag.com/texpo

GANA Announces 2014
Annual Conference

The Glass Association of North America (GANA) announced its 2014 Annual Conference will be held February
3-7 at the Hilton Orlando Lake Buena Vista in Orlando, Fla.
The annual conference will feature working meetings of
the GANA divisions, as well as various committees, subcommittees and task groups. It will also feature a general
session to provide education and technical information for
the group as a whole.
Registration will begin later this year.
❙❙➤ www.glasswebsite.com

Hillary Clinton to Keynote Greenbuild
2013; Bon Jovi to Perform

56

Former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton will
give the opening keynote address at the 2013 Greenbuild International Conference and Expo, organized by
the U.S. Green Building Council. This year’s conference
will take place November 20-22 in Philadelphia at the
LEED Gold-certified Pennsylvania Convention Center.
In addition, rock legend Bon Jovi will perform before
thousands of green building professionals and community members to launch the Expo. The concert is part of
Greenbuild’s opening celebration taking place on November 20 at the Liacouras Center.
❙❙➤ www.greenbuildexpo.org ■
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Up&Coming
NORTH AMERICAN
EVENTS

September 10-12, 2013

GlassBuild America 2013
Sponsored by AAMA, BEMA,
GANA, IGMA and NGA
Georgia World Congress Center
Atlanta
www.glassbuild.org

September 18-21

GANA Fall Conference
Sponsored by GANA
Omni Charlotte
Charlotte, N.C.
www.glasswebsite.com

September 18-20, 2013

Auto Glass Week™
Co-sponsored by AGRR™
magazine, the Auto Glass
Safety Council™ (formerly
the AGRSS Council), the
Independent Glass Association, the National Glass
Association and the National
Windshield Repair Association.
Includes Auto Glass Repair
and Replacement Olympics
Tampa Marriott Waterside
Hotel and Marina and the
Tampa Convention Center
Tampa, Fla.
Contact:
www.autoglassweek.com

October 14-17, 2013

74th Conference on Glass
Problems
Organized by the Glass
Manufacturing Industry Council and Alfred University
Greater Columbus Convention
Center
Columbus, Ohio
Contact: http://glassproblemsconference.org

October 15, 2013

GANA Northwest Roundtable
Sponsored by GANA
Tacoma Museum of Glass
Tacoma, Wash.
www.glasswebsite.com

To see the full
event schedule
or add your
own events, visit
www.usglassmag.
com/events.php.

www.usglassmag.com

October 31-November 1,
2013

Glass Expo Midwest™ 2013
Sponsored by USGlass
magazine
Renaissance Schaumburg
Convention Center Hotel
Chicago (Schaumburg), Ill.
Contact:
www.usglassmag.com/gems

November 8, 2013

GANA Eastern Canada
Roundtable
Hilton Garden Inn Airport Hotel
Toronto
www.glasswebsite.com

November 20-22, 2013

Greenbuild 2013
Sponsored by the U.S. Green
Building Council
Pennsylvania Convention
Center
Philadelphia
Contact: www.greenbuildexpo.org

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
September 18-20, 2013

International Window Film
Conference and Tint-Off™
Co-sponsored by USGlass
magazine, WINDOW FILM
magazine and the International Window Film Association
Tampa Marriott Waterside
Hotel and Marina and the
Tampa Convention Center
Tampa, Fla.
Contact: www.windowfilmmag.com/IWFC
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GROWING YOUR BUSINESS?
THINKING OF TEMPERING?

CONTACT HHH TEMPERING
RESOURCES TODAY!
New and refurbished furnaces including:
120" x 216" Single Bay with 120"
Washer included for $825K
Along with many others to meet your
size and budget!
Price includes installation and a 1-year warranty.
Also ask about our satisfaction guaranteed
buyback program.
HHH manufactures its equipment in the United States.
Also see us at GlassBuild America, September 10-12.
We’ll have prize drawings throughout the show.
Stop by and WIN! Booth #2212.

E-mail us today! MikeS@Pacifier.com or
visit our website at www.HHHTempering.com

MADE IN USA

Download the
USGlass Magazine App
for iPad, iPhone and Android

October 1-3, 2013

Metalcon International 2013
Sponsored by Metal
Construction Association
Georgia World Congress
Center
Atlanta
Contact: www.metalcon.com

October 23-26, 2013

Vitrum 2013
Sponsored by the Italian
Machinery Manufacturers
Association (GIMAV)
Fiera Milano
Milan, Italy
Contact: www.vitrum-milano.it

July 7-14, 2014

GPD USA 2014
Organized by Glaston Finland
Pennsylvania Convention
Center
Philadelphia, Pa.
Contact: www.gpd.fi ■
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Film Covered Wire

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Fire-Rated Glass

AGC Glass Company
North America
11175 Cicero Drive, Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
P: 800/251-0441
www.us.agc.com
info@us.agc.com

PRELCO Inc.
94 Cartier Boulevard
Rivière-du-Loup QB
Canada, G5R 2M9
P: 888/277-3526 F: 418/862-2274
www.prelco.ca
PRL Glass
13644 Nelson Avenue
Industry, CA 91746
P: 800/433-7044 F: 626/968-9256

Vetrotech Saint-Gobain
2108 B Street NW, Suite110
Auburn, WA 98001
P: 888/803-9533
www.vetrotechusa.com

Acid Etched Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
P: 888/320-3030 F: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com

Anti-Reflective Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
Get Your
Company Noticed!

Place your listing today.
Deadline for the October
issue is September 13th
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General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
P: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
F: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
Decorative

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
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SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

Fire-Rated Glass,
Impact Resistant

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

Hurricane-Resistant

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com
Laminated

Argo
Edge
Seal

®



AGC Glass Company
North America
11175 Cicero Drive, Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
P: 800/251-0441
www.us.agc.com
info@us.agc.com

Digital Printing

PLUS

Curved/Bent




 

  

ARCHITECTURAL GLASS
Architectural Glass,
General

FIGHTS
DAMAGE
DUE TO:
■ Moisture
■ Cleaners
■ Solvents

ENHANCED EDGE
PROTECTION FOR
TPU & PVB
LAMINATED GLASS
COMPOSITES

Argotec

®

Urethane Film & Sheet

ArgoEdgeSealPLUS®
53 Silvio O. Conte Drive
 
 
 
 
(413)772-2564
info@argotec.com
www.argotec.com

www.usglassmag.com
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Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
P: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
F: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
Laminated/
Fire Rated Wire

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

Pattern Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Radiation Shielding

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
P: 800/327-3320 F: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
P: 800/444-XRAY or 800/444-9729
F: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com
Screenprinted Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
www.usglassmag.com

Tempered

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
P: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
F: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

Wired Glass

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

X-Ray Fluoroscopic

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
P: 800/327-3320 F: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
P: 800/444-XRAY or 800/444-9729
F: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com

X-Ray Protective

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
P: 800/327-3320 F: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
P: 800/444-XRAY or 800/444-9729
F: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com
ARCHITECTURAL METAL
Dies/Custom Metal

EFCO Corporation
1000 County Road
Monett, MO 65708
P: 800/221-4169 F: 417/235-7313

Metals, General

PRL Glass
13644 Nelson Avenue
Industry, CA 91746
P: 800/433-7044 F: 626/968-9256

COMMERCIAL
WINDOWS
Fire-Rated Windows

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com
CURTAINWALL
Curtainwall, General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com
Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
P: 800/432-8132 F: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com
TM

DECORATIVE GLASS
Decorative Glass, General

AGC Glass Company
North America
11175 Cicero Drive, Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
P: 800/251-0441
www.us.agc.com
info@us.agc.com

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Etched Glass

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
P: 888/320-3030 F: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
sales@walkerglass.com

U-Channel Glass

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

DOORS
Bullet Resistant

Total Security Solutions, Inc.
170 National Park Drive
Fowlerville, MI 48836
P: 866/930-7807
www.tssbulletproof.com
United States
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
P: 301/218-7920 F: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com

Closers

Access Hardware Supply
14359 Catalina Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
P: 800/348-2263 F: 510/483-4500

Doors, General

PORTALP Automatic Doors
and Opperators
2318 J&C Boulevard
Naples, FL 34109
P: 800/474-3667
F: 855/949-7678
www.portalpusa.com
sales@portalp.com
continued on page 60
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Fire-Rated Doors

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
P: 888/653-3333 F: 888/653-4444
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com
Fire-Rated
Framing Systems

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com
DOOR COMPONENTS

JLM Wholesale, Inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
P: 800/522-2940 F: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com

Door Screens

Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
QuanexPR@quanex.com

Thresholds

Airspacers

DOOR HARDWARE AND
RELATED PRODUCTS

Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
QuanexPR@quanex.com

Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
QuanexPR@quanex.com
JLM Wholesale, Inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
P: 800/522-2940 F: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com

Multipoint Locks

Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
QuanexPR@quanex.com

Muntin Tapes

Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
QuanexPR@quanex.com

Stiffeners

Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
QuanexPR@quanex.com

Weatherseals Pile, Fin, Bulb

Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
QuanexPR@quanex.com

Jamb

GLASS FURNITURE
Fireplace Glass

Patio Door Screens

INSULATING GLASS
AND COMPONENTS

Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
QuanexPR@quanex.com
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
QuanexPR@quanex.com
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Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com
Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
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Helima Helvetion Intl.
PO Box 1348
Duncan, SC 29334-1348
P: 800/346-6628 F: 864/439-6065
www.helima.de
kmadey@helimasc.com

Muntin Bars

Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
QuanexPR@quanex.com

Sealants, General

Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
QuanexPR@quanex.com

Spacers, General

Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
QuanexPR@quanex.com

Units, Bent-Curved

Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
P: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
F: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

INSULATING
GLASS MACHINERY
AND EQUIPMENT
Production Lines

Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
QuanexPR@quanex.com

MACHINERY/EQUIPMENT

Erdman Automation Corp.
1603 South 14th Street
Princeton, MN 55371
P: 763/389-9475 F: 763/389-9757
www.erdmanautomation.com

Laminated Lines/
Machinery

Casso-Solar Technologies LLC
506 Airport Executive Park
Nanuet, NY 10954
P: 845/354-2010 F: 845/547-0328
www.cassosolartechnologies.com
sales@cassosolartechnologies.com

MIRROR AND MIRROR
RELATED PRODUCTS
Acid Etched Mirror

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
P: 888/320-3030 F: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com

Antique Mirror

D & W Incorporated
941 Oak Street
Elkhart, IN 46516
P: 800/255-0829 F: 574/264-9859

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Mirror, General

D & W Incorporated
941 Oak Street
Elkhart, IN 46516
P: 800/255-0829 F: 574/264-9859

SERVICES
Shop Drawings

Drafting Services
by Scott Brown Inc.
156 Peachtree East, Ste. 225
Peachtree City, GA 30269
P: 770/461-8092 F: 678/489-9037

SKYLIGHTS & OVERHEAD
GLAZING SYSTEMS
Skylight, General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

SOFTWARE
Software, General

PMC Software Inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Suite 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
P: 908/806-7824 F: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com
www.usglassmag.com
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STOREFRONT/
ENTRANCES
Storefront Material,
General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
Pittco Architectural
Metals, Inc.
1530 Landmeier Rd.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
P: 800/992-7488 F: 847/593-9946
www.pittcometals.com
info@pittcometals.com

TESTING LABS
Energy Testing

Building Enclosure
Consulting, LLC
3D THERMAL SIMULATIONS
713 SW 8 Ave.

Hallandale Beach, FL 33009
P: 305/600- 0516; F: 954/457-3592
www.Building-Enclosure.com
info@b-e-c.info
TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

Bohle America
10924 Granite Street, Suite 200
Charlotte, NC 28273
P: 704/887-3457 F: 704/887-3456
www.bohle-america.com

WINDOW HARDWARE

Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave., Suite 102C
Sharon Hills, PA 19079
P: 800/352-0800 F: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com

Window Screens

Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027

Phone: 800/233-4383
QuanexPR@quanex.com
WINDOWS
Blast Resistant

United States
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
P: 301/218-7920 F: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com

Fire Rated

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com ■

A Site Designed Exclusively
for Contract Glaziers
from USGlass Magazine

Visit
usglassmag.com/
contractglazing

Something Missing?

Don’t miss out! To place your listing, please contact Tina Czar at
540/602-3261 or email tczar@glass.com.

Order

Custom Reprints
from USGlass
Magazine

Custom reprints are a great
way to publicize your company.

Whether it’s a reprint of your ad or a reprint of an article in
which your company was featured, reprints are a great way to
market your company at trade shows or through mailings to
potential customers.
Remember that no reprint is too large or too small!

INSIDE: Get Ready to Attend Glass Expo Midwest ’13
METAL & GLAZING

THE MAGAZINE OF RECORD FOR ARCHITECTURAL GLASS INDUSTRY LEADERS

®

VOLUME 48, ISSUE 7 JULY 2013

NEW
PRODUCTS
Annual Guide to

ALSO INSIDE:

• High-Performance Glass
• Silicone Sealants
• Edging and Polishing Equipment
• A Look Back at AIA 2013

Free Subscriptions Available at www.glass.com/subcenter
LARGEST CIRCULATION OF ANY GLASS MAGAZINE

USGlass also
offers plaques
as part of or
reprint program.

For more information, contact Holly Biller at 540/720-5584 x123.
www.usglassmag.com
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Businesses for Sale
Live the dream and build your business future in Durango/Bayfield/ Cortez/Mancos/Pagosa - Colorado.Turn-key Glass Shop
with strong commercial/residential builder
client base. Owners ready to retire after 12
successful years. Excellent facility in established location. Selling inventory, 2 vehicles,
tools, furnishings, and client lists. Possible
partial financing for qualified buyer. Recent
price reduction to $99,500. Keller Williams
Realty SW Associates, LLC. Call 970/3753205 or email larry@hlgardner.com

Business for Sale

Established, full-service/specialty glass fabrication facility for sale. Over 50 yrs of service located in NE US. Includes 110K s.f.
facility (including overhead cranes) situated
on 11 acres with all the fabrication equipment, inventory, and highly-trained personnel in place. Extensive production
capabilities include insulating, laminating,
tempering, painting, fabrication and glass
bending lines. Recent annual sales=$15 million. Company has a well-known reputation
in the marketplace for superior quality and
service with an established customer base.
Certifications with ISO and SBA. Major customers include contractors and architects on
commercial, residential and government
projects throughout the US and on US embassies around the world. Business is currently operating with a significant back-log
in place and is ready for continued growth
under the direction of a new owner (current
owner is retiring). Asking price is $3.5 million. For additional information please contact jack@compassadvisorypartners.com.

Glass Shop for Sale

30 yrs business in Central Mass. Excellent location. Nice balance of auto glass, residential
& commercial. On major route. Mgmt team
in place. Lots of walk-ins. Excellent reputation for quality & workmanship. Last 5yrs $4.5 million+. Owner retiring for health reasons. 7k sq ft bldg including 1k sq ft office
space w/ 3 private offices. Great opportunity!
Business price $375,000. $600,000 including
bldg. Option to lease building long-term. Interested parties send email to
Paul@paulsplateglass.com
My Bad Health = Your Opportunity!
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Employment/
Help Wanted

Sr. Glazing Consultant Needed

SF Bay Area A/E Firm needs Sr. Glazing
Consultant. 20+ yrs experience in glazing/cladding industry, with expert
knowledge of systems, applications and
standards to select/ design/critique
specs, supervise pre-con tests/forensic
investigations and professionally
write/speak on behalf of company. CE degree and PE license a plus. Submit resume to adamr@buildingtalent.com.

Regional Account Manager

Wanted in Eastern Canada & surrounding areas
for wholesale distributor of commercial glass,
granite & marble,precision polishing applications
& associated machinery. 5-years’ experience in
customer service & one or more of industries we
serve.Glass & stone fabrication,sales & French fluency big plus. 30% overnight travel required. Email resume to hr@salemdist.com.

Business Administrator

Oversee the day to day operation of a fast
growing business. Successful applicant must
have a strong business management background and the ability to oversee all phases
of Administrative, Financial and Managerial
Operations. Experience in Glazing and/or
Construction industry helpful but not essential. All inquiries are confidential.
Send Resume to: Suburban Glass & Mirror, Co., Inc. Attn: HR, 2 Powdermill Rd.,
Maynard, MA 01754
Or email: rachel@suburbangmw.com

Used Equipment

We Buy & Sell Used Glass
and Window Machinery
www.ameracanequipment.com
dave@ameracanequipment.com
855/669-9108 or
Outside U.S. 303/669-9108

USED MACHINERY
BOUGHT & SOLD

Inventory Reduction Sale
www.glassmachinerysales.com
Ph: 724/348-8450

Industry Services
Bieber Consulting
Group, LLC

Is a group of retired Glass Industry
Executives with the ability to solve
your problems, grow your business
and add to your revenue stream. With
over 40 years of expertise managing
sales and profits, we know cost reduction, sales & marketing, finance, glass
fabrication, safety, purchasing, labor
relations and more. To explore how we
can be of benefit to you, call Paul
Bieber at 603/242-3521 or email
paulbaseball@msn.com

Products for Sale
All Machines in Stock

• Non-Autoclave Laminating Machine
for EVA, SGP (Dupont) & PVB
• Tempering Furnace - Flat & Bending
ALL SIZES
• New CNC Glass Cutting table with
Laser Scanning Feature
• New 8-Spindle Beveler.
• New 9-Spindle flat Edger/Miter. Ideal
for shower doors. Our best seller. Over
200 installed and operating in US.
• New Shape Edger/Beveler.
• 48”, 63”, and 72” Horizontal Washers
Prices EXW Miami. Includes free installation/training/spare parts. In-house
technical support. Machines in stock.
www.jordonglass.com
Ph: 800/833-2159.
E-mail: sales@jordonglass.com

Curved China Cabinet Glass

Stock curves fit most cabinets. Most sizes
$90, $95, $98 delivered. Zone charges
may apply. Call 512/237-3600, Peco Glass
Bending, PO Box 777, Smithville, TX 78957.
A Site Designed Exclusively
for Contract Glaziers
from USGlass Magazine
Visit
usglassmag.com/
contractglazing

Listings start at $119 per column
inch. Deadline for the September
issue is August 8, 2013
www.usglassmag.com
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continued from page 64

promise and had also allowed him to believe something that was simply not true.
And isn’t that really the same as lying?
Many years passed and after Jim retired, we maintained a bit of a casual
friendship and would meet from time to
time for breakfast. I have a handful of old
customers and suppliers that I continue
to see even though we haven’t done any
real business together for some time
now. So at one of these breakfast meetings I decided to come clean on the Apex
Project after all of this time. I reminded

Jim about the job and then told him that
I had never really bid the job at all, that I
always felt kinda bad about not being a
bit more truthful and that it was time to
clear my conscience about the whole
thing. He looked at me for a while and
then spoke.
“Lyle, I knew you didn’t bid the job and
I also knew that you would feel pretty bad
about it. The job was going to be a tough
one for me and I needed to get some dollars out of it somewhere. So I called you
and threw a pretty low number at you

hoping I could guilt you into taking it.
Which you did.”
“And if I hadn’t brought this up just
now, you were never going to tell me this,
Jim?”
“What difference does it make, Lyle?
Although if you have cleared your conscience after all this time, I guess I’m
happy for you.”
“And Jim, now that you have cleared
yours, do you also feel better?”
“Lyle, I was a general contractor at the
time … I didn’t have a conscience.” ■
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Company

AGC Glass Company North America
Banom Inc.
Cardinal IG
EFCO Corp.
Glass Association of North America
Glasswerks L.A. Inc.
GlasWeld Systems Inc.
Glazers Choice
Graco Inc.
HHH Architectural Tempering Systems
IGE Glass Technologies Inc.
Insulgard
JLM Wholesale
J. Sussman
Kawneer Co. Inc.
LISEC America
Matodi USA
MyGlassTruck.com
PORTALP USA Inc.
PPG Industries Inc.
Precision Glass Bending
PRL Glass Systems Inc.
Pulp Studio Inc.
Safety Glass Experts Int. Oy, Ltd
Sage Electrochromics
Soft Tech America
Strybuc Industries
Trulite Glass & Aluminum Solutions
View Inc.
Vitrum Show 2013

www.usglassmag.com

Phone

800/234-9380
800/227-7694
952/935-1722
800/221-4169
785/271-0208
888/789-7810
800/321-2597
888/655-3430
877/844-7226
360/993-5644
800/919-7181
800/624-6315
800/522-2940
718/297-0228
770/449-5555
866/547-3226
336/668-2300
800/254-3643
800/474-3667
888/774-4332
800/543-8796
877/775-2586
310/815-4999
+358 3 410 23634
877/724-3325
954/568-3198
800/352-0800
866/629-2724
408/263-9202
+39 02 33006099

Fax

404/446-4221
800/456-8393
952/935-5538
416/581-0700
785/271-0166
888/789-7820
541/388-1157
Not Available
612/623-6273
360/993-1272
561/741-3071
810/844-0920
248/628-6733
718/297-3090
770/734-1560
952/641-9935
336/668-2020
856/863-6704
Not Available
412/826-2299
800/543-8798
877/274-8800
310/815-4990
+358 2 6518 2539
507/333-0145
954/563-6116
610/534-3202
954/724-9293
408/263-9500
+39 02 33005630

Web Address

www.us.agc.com
www.banom.com
www.cardinalcorp.com
www.efcocorp.com
www.glasswebsite.com
www.glasswerks.com
www.glasweld.com
www.glazerschoice.com
www.exactablend.com
www.hhhtempering.com
www.igesolutions.com
www.insulgard.com
www.jlmwholesale.com
www.jsussmaninc.com
www.kawneer.com
www.lisec.com
www.matodiusa.com
www.myglasstruck.com
www.portalpusa.com
www.ppgideascapes.com
www.e-bentglass.com
www.prlglass.com
www.switchlite.com
www.sge.fi
www.sageglass.com
www.stgroup.com
www.strybuc.com
www.trulite.com
www.viewglass.com
www.vitrum-milano.it

For more information on these companies’ products, visit http://products.usglassmag.com
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Inconsequential Conscience-Clearing
by Lyle R. Hill

I

answered the phone half way
through its first ring and salutations
were promptly exchanged.
“Jim,” I began,“I was just getting ready
to call you but I guess you beat me to it.”
The truth was that I had been trying
to get up the courage to call Jim for the
last couple of hours. You see, I had
promised him a bid on a job known as
the Apex Project and I had written the
bid date down incorrectly. I thought I
still had three days to put a number together but had found out earlier that
morning that the bids had been due at
10:00 a.m. … today!
“Really, Lyle? What were you going to
call me about?”
Jim was a mid-size general contractor and while he wasn’t a huge customer, he was a steady one. He was
good for three to four jobs a year and
was easy to work with, too. Even more
importantly, he paid his bills on time.
“Well, Jim, I was going to call you to
talk about the Apex Project.”
“What a coincidence, Lyle. That’s the
reason I’m calling you ... to talk about
Apex.”
Here it comes, I thought, and I deserved
whatever criticism he was about to hurl
my way. I had broken a promise, and in
business as in life, broken promises are
rarely, if ever, properly or fully mended.
“Lyle,” he continued, “do you remember when we talked about how important
the Apex Project was to me, and how I really needed you to come through with a
solid, competitive bid, and how you
promised me you would personally see
to it that I got the best number possible
and all that went with it?”
“Yes Jim, I remember.”
“And do you also remember, Lyle,
that you told me that you would give me
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a price for the job that would be rock- have the purchase agreement dropped off
bottom low and virtually untouchable?” at your office before the end of the day.
Good bye.”
“Yes Jim, I remember.”
I was baffled and struggled with
“Well Lyle, you kinda disappointed me
and I’m a little surprised because you whether or not I should call Jim back and
have always been a man of your word.”
come clean. After a fair amount of reHe had me. I had no excuse. Every flection, I came to the conclusion that
word he said was accurate and I felt about Jim must have somehow become conas bad as I could possibly feel. It was a fused and assumed someone else’s bid
nice, simple, clean job and putting a tight was mine. But either way, he was countestimate together for it wouldn’t have ing on me. He needed me to come
been all that difficult. But before I could through, to be a man of honor. So witheven get a word in, he pounded on.
out a moment’s delay, I rolled out the
“And so here I am, looking at your drawings and specs for the Apex job and
price and starting to wonder if you really went to work. Now in reality, the job
put the effort into this thing that you had probably should have gone for about
promised. You see Lyle, you’re almost 18 $75-77,000 but I felt terrible about not
percent higher than the low bidder and I keeping my promise and somehow I felt
just don’t see how you can be so high on obligated to make this work for Jim …
a job that you said was about as straight- to get it done and put it behind us. So we
forward as a job could get. In fact Lyle, squeezed a couple of our better suppliyou are the highest bid that I received on ers and worked a little harder than usual
the job. I told you I had a tight budget on to get the job done right and on time. We
your portion of the project and you told didn’t make much on the project but we
me not to worry, that you would come didn’t lose anything either, and I felt
through for me?”
good about keeping the customer happy.
Wait a minute … did he say he was But my conscience was haunted for a
disappointed with my price? What long time. I had not been truthful with
price? I didn’t quote the thing. What was Jim. In reality, I had failed to keep my
he talking about?
“Jim, I don’t know what to say other
continued on page 63
than I’m sorry … I guess.”
“Well that’s not good enough
Mr. Hill! I need you on this job beL y l e R . H i l l is the
cause I have an incredibly tight
managing director of
schedule and I am counting on
Keytech North America, a
you to be a man of honor. I really
company providing research
won’t use anyone else on this so I
and technical services for
am going to send you a contract
the glass and metal industry.
for $68,000 which is the number I
Hill has more than 40 years experience
have to hit. And I fully expect you
in the glass and metal industry and
can be reached at lhill@glass.com. You
to do a first-class job for me and to
can read his blog on Wednesdays at
get it done on time. That’s it. No
lyleblog.usglassmag.com.
further discussion needed. I’ll
www.usglassmag.com
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It’ll change the way you look at neutral glass.
Introducing Solarban® 67 glass. A crisp, vibrant neutral glass that stands out from
the crowd. For a sample, call 1-888-PPG-IDEA or visit ppgideascapes.com/sb67.
Solarban, IdeaScapes, PPG and the PPG logo are trademarks of PPG Industries Ohio, Inc.

67
PPG Industries, Inc., Glass Business & Discovery Center, 400 Guys Run Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15024 www.ppgideascapes.com
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Praise Healthcare
Provision
Postponement
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mployers across the U.S. spoke out about the pending
proposed Affordable Care Act (ACA) with concerns
and it seems the government has listened. Employers
will no longer be required to provide health care coverage to
employees starting January 1, 2014, as part of the ACA and
Mark Liston, president of Glass Doctor, says this is good news
for the industry.
According to news reports, one of the key provisions of
ACA has been delayed by the Obama administration, pushing back the effective date for employee coverage to 2015.
“This is great news for all small businesses—regardless
if they have 50 employees or not,” Liston says. “What we
have seen in the franchising sector is that companies are
‘afraid to grow.’ There is so much uncertainty with the Affordable Care Act and the ramifications for small businesses, franchised or not, that companies are hesitant to
hire and hesitant to grow in case it is more onerous than it
seems on the surface.
“The other thing I know is true is that companies that have
more than 50 employees are looking at ways to cut back
many of those employees to fewer than 30 hours a week,” he
adds.“The longer this can be delayed, the better it is for small
business in the U.S.”
In a post published on the U.S. Department of Treasury’s
website assistant secretary for tax policy Mark J. Mazur said
that after listening to feedback from businesses and consumers, “The Administration is announcing that it will provide an additional year before the ACA mandatory
employer and insurer reporting requirements begin. This is
designed to meet two goals. First, it will allow us to consider ways to simplify the new reporting requirements con-
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sistent with the law. Second, it will provide time to adapt
health coverage and reporting systems while employers are
moving toward making health coverage affordable and accessible for their employees.
“We recognize that this transition relief will make it impractical to determine which employers owe shared responsibility payments (under section 4980H) for 2014.
Accordingly, we are extending this transition relief to the employer shared responsibility payments. These payments will
not apply for 2014. Any employer shared responsibility payments will not apply until 2015,” he added.
Mazur further noted that the Obama administration continues to encourage employers to expand coverage options
for employees during the 2014 transition period.
Prior to the announcement, businesses with 50 or more
employees were expected to offer health care coverage to employees as of January 1, 2014, or face a variety of penalties
for non-compliance.
Bill Sullivan, executive vice president of the Brin Northwestern Glass Companies and president of the contract glazing firm Heartland Glass Co. Inc., says this was a wise
decision to delay the fines.
“I commend the Obama Administration for delaying the
fines that will be imposed for large employers who choose
not to offer health care,” says Sullivan. “I believe that they
have listened to concerns being voiced by the large employers that there just won’t be enough time to really compare the
private market plans to the new exchanges.”
For more information about the impact of health care reform, read the feature “In Good Health” in the June 2013 issue
of USGlass magazine, page 50.
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Is Passive the Next
"High-Performance”
Window?
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by Tara Taffera

A

s a window manufacturer or dealer you may have
thought “high-performance” was the holy grail for
which to strive—and you achieved that pinnacle by
producing or selling a product that met this criteria. But then
came the “super window” as one company calls it or the “passive window.” No, this isn’t one company’s made-up term designed to move its products. Passive homes, which of course
include passive windows, are being sold by builders, certified
by associations and overall gaining momentum and interest.
The Earth Advantage Institute (see opposite page) describes a passive house as “a building that is primarily heated
through ‘passive’ energy gains from the occupants, lightbulbs,
windows and appliances versus an ‘active’ heating system.
Originally developed in Germany as “Passivhaus” the standard represents the world’s most advanced high performance ultra low energy standard,” says the Institute.
“A typical passive house has a reduced energy consumption of 80-90 percent over a building built to code … Worldwide, over 25,000 passive house buildings exist but the
concept is relatively new to the United States,” according to
Earth Advantage.
Intus Windows, a window manufacturer that produces
windows found in passive homes, explains the concept further. “The term passive house window relates to the thermal
insulation characteristics of the window. A window with pas-

sive house standard features has a particularly high thermal
insulation value. The heat transfer coefficient Uw has to comply with the European standard and be less than or equal to
0.8 W/m2K. Every window with an Uw-value less than or
equal to 0.8 W/m2K is therefore a passive house window and
suitable for installation in passive houses and is eligible for
support through corresponding programs,” explains Roland
Talalas, co-founder, Intus Windows.
Although based on European standards, passive windows
are found in the U.S. Intus manufactures and sells its windows
worldwide from its manufacturing facilities in Lithuania. The
company, anticipating the U.S. demand, opened an office in
the U.S. in 2010. Talalas points out that passive house windows
are not restricted to installation in passive houses only.
“Windows complying with the passive house standard can
be used in refurbishment projects on old buildings as well as
in any new building. Passive house windows enhance living
comfort and help reduce heating costs substantially,” he says.
The outstanding thermal insulation properties of a passive house window are first and foremost due to its high quality frame technology in combination with triple glazing. The
U-value of the finished window is a function of the U-value
of the frame, the glazing and the spacer installed for the edge
seal, says Talalas. As an added benefit, building owners will
reduce energy and heating costs (see triple threat at right).
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Planners at the Capital City Charter School in Washington,
D.C., decided to improve indoor quality and cut future energy
costs by replacing old windows with new triple-pane, highperformance windows manufactured by Intus.
the school is saving close to $50,000 annually because
of improved energy performance. Students are also benefitting from improved indoor air quality and more comfortable
learning spaces.
triple windows however weren’t what building owners originally had in mind—those involved in the project had envisioned traditional double-glazed aluminum windows due to a
perceived lower cost says John Brayer, school official.
“the low solar heat gain coefficient of Intus Windows
Eforte glazing combined with the low U-values, reduced heating and cooling demands significantly,” says Joseph Khoury,
MCN Build. “the cost of the system proved to be 30 percent
less than the otherwise installed aluminum double-paned
system; thus saving both the builder, and even more important, Capital City Public Charter school, as much as
$300,000.”
Another added benefit was the acoustical properties the
windows provide.
“As auditory comfort is often overlooked in commercial design, it is great to see this as an unintended but beneficial
consequence. this feature will ensure a quiet and productive
classroom experience for a school buried in a loud and
bustling community,” said Khoury.
Renovating windows helped the Capital City Public Charter School not only to improve the indoor air quality, sound insulation and learning conditions, but also helped to reduce
heating and cooling energy consumption.
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the concept of passive windows has definitely caught on
in the U.S. Check out these organizations.
the Passive House Institute US (PHIUS) describes itself as
an organization committed to making high-performance passive building the mainstream market standard—and this includes windows.
At its September, 2012 national conference in Denver,
PHIUS rolled out the first phase of its North American passive house window certification program.
“the initial goal is to calculate and make available valid
thermal performance parameters for U.S. windows so designers will have more choices and can do building energy
models with more confidence in their accuracy,” says the Institute. “We encourage high-performance window manufacturers to participate in the Certified Data Program for Window
Performance.”
the program is intended to grow the North American market for high-performance windows.
www.passivehouse.us
the Passive House Alliance United States (PHA-US) is a
non-profit organization created to support the passive house
building energy standard through public outreach, education,
support of industry professionals and advocacy.
PHA-US is closely aligned with the Passive House Institute
US (PHIUS).
www.phaus.org
the Earth Advantage Institute develops and delivers tools
and strategies to solve problems inherent in the built environment. the Institute does this through education, certification, research and consulting.
www.earthadvantage.com ■
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Biggest Benefits

M

aybe you’re one of those
lucky individuals who goes
to work each day with a
sense of purpose and a love of your job.
Or maybe you’re just satisfied to stay
where you are because the benefits are
off-the-charts terrific. Either way, given
how much movement we see in the industry from employees shifting from
one industry company to another, we at
USGlass magazine felt sure that the
companies out there have a pretty savvy
sense of what benefits draw the best talent to their side.
That’s why USGlass issued a survey
on workplace benefits to its readers: to
get a sense of what’s really important to
you, the reader. These active online participants were all too eager to share
what perks their place of employment
100
hands out—and
the human resources
professionals at these companies were
80
happy to share
their insight into determining the most important benefits to
60 hold industry talent.
recruit and

Medical40Coverage

While healthcare coverage may be
the nightly
20 headline on the news, it’s
largely a covered benefit many of these
survey takers
can safely take for
0
granted. For the grand majority of survey takers, medical (78 percent) and
dental (65 percent) coverage are par50
tially-employer
paid perks. A fortunate
16 percent of survey-takers have these
benefits fully
covered by their work40
place, while a surprising 7 percent have
no employer-paid
healthcare coverage.
30
More than 70 percent make use of a
flexible spending
plan.
20
While we found that this is one of the
top benefits
that employees look for in
10
a potential employer, it’s also one of the
most expensive and difficult to manage.
0

Survey Says: What medical
health coverage benefits does
your company provide?
USGlass readers told us:
80

77.9%

70
60
50
40
30
20
10

16.3%

6.7%

• Fully employer paid 16.3%
• Partially employer paid 77.9%
• Available, but not
employer paid 6.7%
0

Kristin Frodin, director of administration, admits that it’s a constant juggling act for glazing contractor Alliance
Glazing
Technologies
Inc. in
Romeoville, Ill. “We have to renew
everything once a year and, from a
business perspective, it’s really difficult
to do,” she says.“Because employees are
required to pay a small out-of-pocket
percentage for the health insurance
coverage, my main objective every year
is to make sure that that doesn’t increase, [even if] that means the company takes on a little extra expense to
make sure nothing goes up,” she says.
Balancing healthcare coverage with
constantly rising expenses is no easy
task and requires a proactive approach,
agrees Janice Evans, director of human
resources for Technical Glass Products
in Snoqualmie, Wash. “To help address
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Industry HR Pros Talk
About the Benefits Your
Employees Expect to See
by Megan Headley

any coverage changes, we've incorporated more wellness initiatives for our
staff in an effort to help employees assume more accountability for their own
wellbeing,” she says.

Planning for the Future

The glass and metal industry is a tough
one, with many of today’s executives having cut their teeth in a fabrication facility
or on the floor of a glass plant. Roughly
half (52 percent) of these survey takers
receive employer-paid short-term disability benefits, with 44 percent receiving
long-term disability, but this could reflect80
the variance in desk versus plant jobs of
70
our respondents.

Either way, putting in this kind of60
time makes a person look forward to50
retirement. When it comes to retire-40
ment planning, our survey respondents
Survey Says: What retirement
plan benefits does your
company provide?
USGlass readers told us:

100

80

60

40

20

80.9%
47.9%

24.5%

13.8%

• Pension 13.8%
• 401K 80.9%
• 50Employer match Less than 100% 47.9%
40
• Employer match - 100% 24.5%
0

30
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80
70
receives those raises occasionally based
are overwhelmingly (81 percent) holdon performance.
ing onto a 401K. Another 48 percent re60
The salary might not be the only
ceive a partial match of this fund from
50
draw if there’s a promise for bonuses.
their employer.
40
In addition, many employers are offering guidance on how to maximize
30
this benefit.
20
“We offer access to financial planning
10
advisors outside of the company,” says
April McLaughlin, human resource
0
manager for Phoenix-based Western
Windows Systems.

Money Talks
100

Of course, while benefits are nice,
money is always a factor in deciding
60
where
to work. Nearly half (49 percent)
of survey takers receive annual pay increases,
although another 36 percent
40
80

Survey Says: What type of pay
increases does your company
0
provide?

Cash bonuses are popular among glass
and metal industry employers when it
comes to referral bonus programs, with
49 percent of our survey-takers seeing

evidence of this perk. We found that
three-quarters of our survey takers
have the option of participating in an
employee stock purchase plan, while a
mere 32 percent are able to participate
in a company profit-sharing plan.
In addition, we learned that 44 percent
of survey-takers have the option of par-

How the Glass Industry Stacks Up

Nearly 80 percent of those working in the glass industry receive partially employer-paid medical insurance. Sounds pretty good. But what about the rest of the
construction industry? Here’s a look at what companies are receiving according
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ March 2013 National Compensation Survey.
Medical Plans: Share of Premiums Paid by
Employer and Employee for Single Coverage
Industry

Civilian

Private

20

Construction (Installation,
maintenance and repair)

USGlass readers told us:

(Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Compensation Survey, March 2013)

50

40

30

20

10

49.4%

Employee
Share
20%

Employer
Share
79%

Medical Plans: Share of Premiums Paid by
Employer and Employee for Family Coverage

35.8%

Industry

Construction (Installation,
maintenance and repair)

21.0%
3.7%

• Annually 49.4%
• Bi-annually 3.7%
• Provided periodically
based on merit 21.0%
• Provided occasionally
based on merit 35.8%
0

Employer
Share
80%

Civilian

Employer
Share
67%

Employee
Share
33%

Employee
Share
21%

Private

Employer
Share
67%

Employee
Share
33%

(Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Compensation Survey, March 2013)

Medical Care Benefits: Percentage Access to and Participation
Industry

Construction (Installation,
maintenance and repair)

Civilian

Access to Participation
84%
63%

(Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Compensation Survey, March 2013)
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tially employer-paid continuing education
coverage—43 percent receive this fully
employer-paid—for their work toward
bettering themselves, and their company.
In fact, many employers seem to rate this
as a necessity in today’s competitive world.
“We believe it's in the best interest of
any company to encourage the growth
and education of its employees,”
McLaughlin says. “The results are valuable to both parties because the gained
knowledge and skill set helps everyone
thanks to increased value and production. We try to create an environment
where members of our team can grow
as much as they want, so helping to pay
for credentials or any continued education makes both short- and longterm sense.”
TGP likewise supports employees
continuing their education “Both formal and informal training programs
enable employees to progress in their
technical knowledge of our business
and the greater industry. This drives
greater employee engagement and
commitment, and is also empowering
on a personal level,” Evans says.

Workplace Flexibility

USGlass also learned that flex time is
becoming incredibly important in your
workplace. While only 41 percent of
survey respondents currently receive
flex time, we found that more than half
of our survey-takers consider this a
very important perk.
In this industry of round-the-clock
shifts and demanding overtime, flex time
is becoming more of a regular benefit.
“As far as flex time, we give out a
standard amount of paid time off and
we’re pretty flexible when it comes to
whether you use those for sick days, vacation days, whatever,” Frodin says.“We
say ‘this is how much time you have, go
for it.’ After they’re out of that, we’re
pretty flexible with schedules. If somebody’s working crazy hours, we make

4
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58.9%
No

41.1%
Yes

Survey Says: Does your
100
company
offer flex time
for employees?
USGlass readers told us:
• Yes60 41.1%
• No 58.9%
80

40

sure that they’re not docked for it when,
say, they’re not on time the next day.
20
We’re very conscious of how often they
work overtime.”

Recognize Greatness
0

While the standard time and pay
benefits50 are a crucial deciding factor
for many potential employees scoping
out their
next employer, the overall
40
workplace environment is another
critical factor. This is an area where
30
employee recognition programs play a
big role. In fact, The Society for
Human20 Resources Management
(SHRM) found in its spring 2013 Em10
ployee Recognition
Programs survey
that nearly half of HR professionals
feel that 0“employee engagement” is the
top human resources challenge their
organization faces, and that positive
feedback for employees through
recognition programs and other tools
is a significant means for keeping employees engaged with the company.
“Employee satisfaction benefits are
a close second to health and welfare
benefits,” Evans says. “Work accounts
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for a large portion our employees'
80
days,
and it's crucial they feel respected
and valued. They want to
70
know their contributions matter, feel
60
comfortable
communicating with staff
50
and
upper management and supported
in professional development ef40
forts. We work hard to make sure
30
those
needs are met.”
20 As one example, Western Window
Systems
has put a new program in place
10
to better recognize its employees.
0
“In the last few months we have put a
lot of effort into implementing lean manufacturing techniques and into employee
recognition,” McLaughlin says. “This resulted in the creation of our ‘Lean Problem Solver of the Month’ award, which
recognizes a shop employee who has
helped cut down production time or improved the quality of our product. We
have found that it encourages our team
to consistently look for ways to improve
our processes and speak up with possible solutions. The winner gets a parking
spot right by the entry (which, when it's
115 degrees in the summer here, can
make a big difference).”
SHRM also notes in its survey that
something as simple as appreciation by
a direct supervisor can have the biggest
impact on employee engagement.
“Regardless of what role we're
looking to fill on our team, it's clear
that individuals want to work for a
company that offers a strong benefit
package … while also creating an environment that promotes a work-life
balance,” McLaughlin says. “We not
only try to treat everyone at Western
with the things that will improve
their lives (such as medical, dental,
vision, life insurance, 401k and education assistance), but also with
small perks such as referral bonuses
and discount movie tickets. We know
we're only as good as our employees,
so we work very hard to recognize
their efforts.” ■
www.usglassmag.com

